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Henning Sievert (Bonn/Zürich)

Family, friend or foe? Factions, households and interpersonal
relations in Mamluk Egypt and Syria

"But a gr eat lord of the mamlüks by the name ofQän~awh ljamsumi'a claimed

the sultanate for himself, because in his opinion, no heathen born should be sultan.

So he assembled his party ofabout three thousand mamliiks and laid siege to the castle

to expel the [preceding sultan's son], since whoever gained the upper hand would

becom e sultan, "

1. Introduction

Compared to most medieval kingdoms, the sociopolitical makeup of the
Mamluk sultanate must have made a rather peculiar impression on visitors. ' In
fact, the functioning and relative stability of this polity defy much of conven
tional wisdom in Europeanist social science and history. ' Mamluk Studies can
thus significantly contribute to historical scholarship by employing an adapted
anthropological approach, which may also help to provide common ground for
discussion with neighbouring fields.' The purpose of this contribution is
therefore to suggest that some aspects of social network analysis can be utilised
to improve our understanding of Mamluk politics and society. Ten years ago, I

1 "[Iltem aber nv was noch ey n groysser here van den memeloicken, Kamsauwe Hasmansmea
geheysschen, der warf sich off vur ey nen zoldain, as he vermeynt dat geyn geboren heyde
zoldain sulde sijn. soe hadde he zo sijnre parthijen wael drij dusent mameloicken, dae myt he
tzouch vur dat sloss drij dage lijgen, den jungen zo verdrijuen, as wer oeuerhant beheldt der
blijfft zoldain" (Arnold von Harff, Die Pilgerfahrt des Arnold von Harffvon Cöln durch Italien ,
Syrien, Aegypten, Arabien, Aethiopien, Nubien, Palästina, die Türkei, Frankreich und Spanien,
wie er sie in den Jahren 1496 bis 1499 vollendet, beschrieben und durch Zeichnungen erläutert
hat .. . Ed. Eberhard von Groote. Köln 1860, p. 87).

2 For the comments of late-fifteenth century visitors from the Latin west, like von Harff, see
Haarmann, "[oseph's Law,"

3 Cf. Conermann/Haarmann, 209- 40.
4 As my approach is inevitably influenced by "Western" scholarship in general and ger

manophone academic discourse in particular, I will not engage in the rather unfruitful dis
cussion as to whether or in what sense culturally "neutralised" concepts are philosophically
possible, bu t would recommend to adapt analytical concepts to the concrete context at hand .
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put forward this idea on a modest level" in an att empt to make sense of power
struggles for succession to the throne in the 15th century. At that time, I was
unaware of Amalia Levanoni's seminal article on "The Sultan 's Laqab" that was
published simultaneously and - although concentrating mainly on prom otion
patterns and rebellion - confirmed much of what I had been arguing with regard
to success ion struggles. Based on extensive research and profound knowledge of
the sources, her article broadens the basis for edging our conceptional tools.
Without actually alluding to a network perspective, Levano ni suggests that
Mamluk factionalism should not be imagined like a mech anism, bu t that we
should differentiate the quality of relationships - the actual st rength of ties and
the actors' individual agency,?The book 000 van Steenbergen about Orderout of
Chaos (2006) poses similar questions, bu t refers to the 14th century and does not
explicitly pay attention to a netwo rk approach either. Nevertheless, the im
pressive material and intriguing explanations assembled in that inspiring book
considerably improve our understanding of Mamluk/ politics, especially as van
Steenbe rgen has recently initiated the compilation of a prosopographical data
base that is bound to become a major research tool for network-related re
search, "

These studies have contributed substantially to the field. However, it would be
helpful to refine the conceptual framework to interpret Mamluk politi cs and
society, as the impact of elite slavery on social networks and political factio ns are
of interest from a bro ader historical as well as anthropological point of view. Key
terminologies in this contribution are the concepts of network, fact ion, and
household. As thes e terms are often referred to rather loosely or even inter
changeably, mirroring quotid ian usage, differentiating and sharpening these
tools sho uld lead to a better understanding of political dynamics in the Mamluk
context. On the following pages, I will first briefly dwell on social network
analysis and some suitable sources and then suggest a tentative typology of
relationships between ind ividua ls, namely ascribed relations of kinship and
origin as well as acquired relations of patronage and friendship that can be

5 Der Herrscherwechsel im Ma mlukenreich: Histori sche un d historiograph ische Studien zu Abü
Hämid al-Oudsi und Ibn Tagrzbirdl. Berlin 2003.This contribution is based on the second par t
of that book, but several points have been revised. For a study guided by a network approach
towards an 181

1. eentury eontext, cf. my Zwisch en arabis cher Provin z und Hoher Pforte: Be
z iehungen, Bildung und Polit ik des osmanischen Bürokraten Rägzb Mehme d Pasa (st. 1763).
Würzburg 2008.

6 Levanoni, "Laqab", 88.
7 The adjeet ive Mamluk (with eapital 'M') indicate s "the totali ty of the state, society and

culture ", while the spelling mam luk refers to "an individual who has that legal and social
status" (Richards , 40).

8 For the Mamluk Political Prosopography Projeet, see www.Mamtuk.ugent.betnode/A [9.2.
2013].
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identified in the Mamluk context. In the following section, pertinent concepts of
households and factions will be explained that form the basis for succession
struggles. To shed some light on the political process of which they formed part,
we will then turn to the archetypical crisis of Mam luk politics, namely, succes
sion to the sultanate. Every struggle for succession was not only a key political
event (and an ordeal for those involved), but also a moment of crisis that allows
us to uncover the dynamics at work, because sources reporting on it reveal
details on relatio ns they would normally have been silent about. For this reason,
several examples substantiating the suggestions made in this chapter are related
to 15th century succession struggles; particularly two fairly typical instances will
be referred to, namely the succession to al-Mu'ayyad Sayl]. in 14219 and the
succession to az-Zähir Gaqmaq in 1453.10

1.1. Social Networks

Although network analysis has become well-established as a method and an
interp retive perspective in the social sciences, II histori ans of the Middle East
have remained reluctant in considering its potential. This, however, is starting to
change." So far, the majority of these studies employ this type of analysis in a
qualitative or metaphorical way," utilising concepts, propositions and methods
of network analysis by adapting them to the concr ete cultural and historical

9 See the analytical narrative in Sievert, Herrscherwechsel , 111-123. This was the first instance
ofCircassian succession, which privileged the regent and seems to have served as a model for
several subsequent succession struggles . As a result, az-Zähir Tatar ascended the throne.

10 See Sievert, Herrscherwechsel, 123-132. When this struggle occured, the Circassian suc
cession had already become an established practice, but unlike several sultans before hirn,
Gaqmaq refrained from appointing a regent and instead strove to make his adult son al
Mansür 'Utrnän his actual successor. In the end, the elderly al-Asraf Inäl became the next
sultan.

11 For an historical overview of network research, see Freernan, Development.
12 During the late 19905and the early 2000s,a research group on Islamic networks of education

led by Stefan Reichmuth and Michael Kemper at Bochum University, explored the possibi
lities of network analysis for the study of Muslim societies. Starting with the article of
Loimeier/Reichmuth and Loimeier's edited volume Die islamische Welt als Netzwerk, several
monograph s have been published by members of this research group (listed in Sievert,
Zwischen arabischer Provinz und Hoher Pforte, 24; see also Reichmu th, World. Several
scholars of European history have produced sophisticated studies based on network ana 
lysis, so that a basis for comparative work is already being established. For an overview of
network -oriented research in Europea n history, see, Reinhardt, "Blick" and Reitmayer/Marx,
"Netzwerkansätze:" cf. also Polexe, 34.

13 Harders, 17- 52. This should not be confused with quantitative network analysis, which
requires a body of suitable sources (see, e. g., Reichmuth, World). Bycontrast, ethnological
research can rely on a relatively comprehe nsive docu mentation of relation al data .
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context that has generated the sources in question . Such an adap ted network
perspective can significantly enr ich conventional philological and historical
approaches without necessarily fordng modern concepts onto the historical
actors' world view. Due to the fragmentary nature of histo rical sources, a
comprehensive network can rarely be constructed. Our knowledge of its
structure will therefore always be limited; but this holds also true for most
contemporary networks. In spite ofhistorical distance, we should keep in mind
that the -source basis of many studies in the social sciences is also far from
unassailable, as - for instance - contemporary inter viewers depend on their
partners' trust and mutual comprehension as much as historians depe nd on
interpreting the sources ." However, the network perspective can lead to entir ely
new questions and readin gs of the sources, or it might reveal indirect con
nections like, for example, links of female relatives." Retrieving verifiable
connections between individuals may prove useful where they would otherwise
be overlooked, but even proof of their existence alone does not necessarily
support further-reaching condusions. Besides, evidence of a relationship usu
ally represents a snapshot in time, while its content, strength and other char
acteristics are subject to change.

The basic assumption of the network approach is that people form relations
with each other and can use them to achieve their goals. Their actions form and
influence a network's configuration, which enables and supports or hinders and
inhibits their action. " The relations consist of material or immaterial exchange,
like information, affection, money, property, offices, prestige, or protection,
which means that they are also inherently power relations.I? From this per
spective, connections and positions within a configurat ion are more important
than common traits or cohesion. Hence, individual action is less determin ed by
group membership, gender, estate, dass or milieu than it is by the individual' s
position in and relations with his or her social environment or field. The ex
istence of social boundaries and identity is of course not denied, but a network
perspective enables us to perceive connections crossing such boundaries. " The

14 In this vein, Raoul Motika doubts the applicability of network analysis onto post-soviet
Azerbayjan because of the difficulty of obtaining reliable inform ation (Motika, 132 - 3).

15 Some examples for female conne ctions are given in Sievert. Zwischen arabischer Provinz,
138-9,306-7.311 ,339 -41.

16 Schweizer, 119-145.
17 Cf. Elias' "balances of power" (Machtbalancen) in social configuration (Elias, 11). For the

pervasive tension between network struc ture and individual agency, or determinism and
instrumental rationality versus culturallhisto rical conditions and meaning, see, e.g.•
Emirbayer/Goodwin.

18 Schweizer. 112 -3; Harders, 19- 20. It is important to keep in mind that network analysis is
not a theo ry, but a method or a perspe ctive that does not claim to describe or predi ct identity,
motivation or agency.
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stru cture of a social network can be characterised in several ways," but for the
present context, only three concepts have to be considered: firstly, direction,
which refers to the symmetrical or asymmetrical quality of a dyadic relation:"
secondly, density - the level of connection among the "participants" in a net
work (i. e., realised vs. potential relations) ;21 and finally, the centrality of an actor
within the network, which can be examined in several perspectives.f Based on
these concepts, this contribution suggests a qualitative approach to elucidate
modes of relationships, household and faction building within the limits of the
sources.

1.2. Sources

As Mamluk Egypt and Syria produced a remarkable number of written sources,
it is possible to study their culture and society with a par ticular focus on in
terpersonal relations." Preferably, a single source or a corp us of sources can be
identified that are especially well-suited for a network approach; if this is not the
case, historians have to collect bits and pieces from a plethora of sources related
to the actors they are interes ted in. Either way, certain source types lend
themselves more easily to a social network approach than others. In this regard,
the most relevant type of sources are certainly the numerous biographical die
tionaries from the Mamluk era, which contain information about an individual's
family, teachers, enemies etc., and which are of cours e heavily influenced by the
intention and perspective of the compiler. In some cases, a biographical die
tionary can be interpreted as the author's ego-riet," because he inc1uded all

19 Sec, in general , Scott, 63 - 145 and [ansen , 69-162. Considerations ofthis kind contributed
substantially to the studies mentioned in footnote 9 but shall not be pursued in this article,
because it was impossible to do the necessary amo unt of additional work on the sourees.

20 Scott, 47 - 9 and 68 - 9: cf. [ansen , 142-181.
21 Scott, 69 - 81; Iansen, 108- 112.
22 Degree-based , local centrality considers an actor's direct connections, closeness-based

global centrality also includes the indirec t connections and betweenness centra lity measures
his importance as an intermediary (jansen, 127- 53 and Scott, 82 - 9). As in the present
context many relationships are directed (especially patronage), it would also be appropriate
to use the concep t of prestige, but this cannot be done in this contribution. Besides, the
scarcity or absence of connections is significant, as weil.Ther efore, structural holes and weak
ties are significant because, for instance, an actor who has a weak relation with two otherwise
unconnected clusters may be marginal to both of thern, but become crucial as a connector
(cutpoi nt) between the two clusters (Granovetter, "The strength ofweak ties" and idem, "A
network theory revisited"; Burt, Structural Holes) .

23 Stephen Humphreys has already emphasised the necessity and, indeed, possibility of studies
in Mamluk households, factions and prosopography (Humphreys, 227 - 8).

24 As, apart from shipw recked people or herrnits, all humans are directly or indirectly con
nected with each othe r, the scope of the network under study has to be defined . A practical
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persons important to hirnself. He mayas well have wanted to display - for
instance - his own family's dignity as represented by its relations with respected
contemporaries, or by metaphorical networks with certain traditions or even
with his ancestors." Autobiographical writings like those of Ibn Haldün, as
Suy üti or Ibn Hagar al-Asqal äni, provide similar information on the relations of
individuals." So far, historiographical sources have scarcely been investigated
with regard to interpersonal relations. Some chr onicles address political rela
tions quite directly, parti cularly when they come to the surface in times of crisis;
for example, Ibn Tagribirdi paid specia l attention to struggles among the
Mamluk emirs and their various plots, alliances and animosities." Apart from
various scholarly chronicles and world histories, diary-like "private chronicles"
have also been discovered" and may occasionally offer insights into networks of
less prominent actors. Apart from sources that more or less concentrate on
interp ersonal relations, traces of them can be found in literary sources like
anth ologies," collections of letters," encomiastic compositions," "blurbs" (ta

qärl? ),32 or in manuscripts themselves as marginal notes, dedications or owner's
marks as well as in reading certificates." Most of these sources belong to 'ulama'
contexts, which are also well-covered by biographical dictionaries, while non
'ulama' would rath er be referred to in sets of legal or commercial documents,
especially endowment deeds and their administration." The case studies on

solut ion for this requirement is focusi ng on an ego- net, which encompasses th e direct
relatio ns of an actor deelared as the centre as weil as his indirect relations, but only including
a cert ain num be r of int ermediaries.

25 Cf. Reich muth, "Beziehungen".
26 See Reynolds, esp. 79 - 86 an d 202 - 7. Ibn Haldün's autobiography has been published some

time ago as at-Ta'rif bi-Ibn Hald ün wa-rih lati hi garban wa-sarqan. Ed. Muha mmad at-Täwit
at-Tangi, Cairo 1951.

27 His interest in the affairs of commoners was admittedly much less pronounced (Perho, 107
120). Apart from the well-known refere nce works, an amount of information on Ibn
Tagrfbirdl has been compiled in the celeb ratory anniversary volume al-Mu'arriV Ibn Tagrf
Birdi Gamäl ad-Din Abü I-Mal;äsin Yüsuf812 - 874 h., collectively published by al-Hay'a al
Misriyya al-'Ämma li-l -Kitä b, Cairo 1974.

28 See the edition oflbn Tawq's journal : Sihä b ad -Din Ahmad Ibn Tawq, at- Ta1fq. Mucjakkirät
Sihäb ad-Din Ahmad Ibn Tawq, 874 -915 h. / 1430 - 1509 m. Mudakkiriu kutibat bi-Dimasqfi
aWäljir al-'ahd al-mamlükf 885 - 908 h. / 1580 -1502 m. Ed. Ga'far al-Muh ägir, 4 vols. , Da
masc us 2000 - 2007. For an "autobiographical chroniele," see Guo, 101 - 21.

29 Bauer, "Literarische Anthologien ," with a list of 90 Mamluk -era antho logies.
30 A magmü 'at insä' has recen tly been edited by Vesely, Rauschgetränk.
31 For thi s genre (Widmungsschriften) , see Vesely, "Ibn Nähid", 157-8 and 164 -5, Holt,

"Offerings" , 3 -6 and idern, "Biograp hies'', 19-27.
32 Rosenthal, "Blurbs :" Vesely, "Ibn Nähid's As-Sira as-SaYQiya" and idem, "Der Taqrlz": Le

vanoni, "Sirat al-Mu 'ayya d," an d eadem, "Who was ."
33 See Leder/Sawwäs/Sägirgl as weil as Leder, "Hörerzer tifikate" and, for the Zangid and

Ayyubid periods, Hirschler, 73 - 92
34 For exam ple, people who were elose to Ibn Tagrib irdi are mentioned in his endowment deed
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succession struggles this contribution refers to are based on chronicles, mainly
Ibn 'Iagrib irdl's an-Nugüm az-ziihira,which was supplemented by al-'AynI's Tqd
al-gumän, Ibn Hagar's Inbä' al-gumr and the Tärzb al-Malik al-Aira] Qäytbäy
that should probably be attributed to Abü Härnid al-Qudsi, " as weil as the
biographical dictionaries of Ibn Tagribridi, al-Manhal as-s äfi, and of as-Sahäwi,
ad-Daw' al-lami:

2. Types of relations

Among the first adaptations of network analytical concepts to premodern
contexts was Wolfgang Reinhard's verftecht ungsgeschichte." In his study of early
modern Roman clergy, Reinhard identified four ideal types" of relations: kin
ship, friendship, patronage and common origin. Kinship and common origin are
ascribed relation ships that can be, but are not necessar ily,activated by explicitly
forming ties. Bycontrast, friendship and patronage are purposefully formed for
mutual benefit, often with considerable effor t. All this may sound rather tech
nical, but we must not forget that relationships like these formed an important
part of an individual's life." These ideal types are not usually employed in

(Hamza, 147-151) . The private documents ofa familyof mamlük origin in Aleppo is treated
in Saghbini, Urkunden. For publ ished documents in general, see the Mamluk Bibliography
provided by the University of Chicago www.lib.uchicagoleisulmideastIMamluk and the
services of the International Society of Arabic Papyrology at www.ori .uzh.ch/isap .html [9.2.
2013].

35 For further information on al-Qudsi and his work, see Sievert, Herrscherwechsel, 9 - 53, and
idem, "Abü Hämid al-Qudsi." In: Encyclopedia of the Medieval Chronicle. Ed. Graeme
Dunphy, Leiden 2010, vol. 1, p. 6 - 7. In the meantime, the text has been published, based on
different manuscripts, as Tärib al-Malik al-Aira] Qäytbäy by 'Umar 'Abd as-Saläm Tadmuri
(Saydä 2003). Asthe Tärib does not givean autho r's name, Tadmuri treats it as an anonymous
work, but Cook and Haarmann concur in its attribution to al-Qudsi (Cook, "Abü Härnid al
Qudsi;" Ulrich Haarrnann, "Einleitung").

36 Reinhard, Freunde. Cf. also idem, Papstfinanz and idem (ed.), "Pührungsgruppen.' The
fur ther development is described in Reinhard t, "Blick." Reinhard suggested to use the term
Verflechtungs geschichte [ur a historical variety of netwurk analys is. Unfortunate ly, the Ge
rman historians' community preferred the clumsy loan translation Netzwerk and uses the
term Verflechtungsgeschichte for the recent approach of Entangled History.

37 They have to be addressed as such because they might overlap, intersect or even merge
(Reinh ard, Freunde, 40 ; Pflücke, 9 and Lind, 124). I use "types" and "rnodes" interchange
ably; the former stresses the ideal typical, and the latter the tran sact ional aspect of inter
persona l relations .

38 Despite taking a specific cultural form, neither of these types are in themselves particular to
Europe, nor to the Middle East, but rather provide common grou nd for cornparison. Apart
from the mcntioned types or modes, further types like religious or economic relationships
(e.g., between sayb and murid, or between creditor and debtor) should be included as weil,
but that goes beyond the scope of this contri bution.
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network analysis, but they can be operationalised for historical contexts and can
also be found, mu tatis mutandis, in the Mamluk context.

2.1. Ascribed relations of kinship

Kinship is an ascribed genealogical relationship, which can also be acqui red by
marriage or oth er arrangernents." As slaves, mamlüks were supposedly cut off
from their kin . Therefore, kinship ties that are mentioned in the sources have
received a certain amount of attention, but as for thei r slave statu s, it is im
portant to stress that maml ükshave to be distinguished from common slaves as
part of the military and, by extension, of the elite. For this reason, Ze'evi holds
that Orlando Patt erson's concept of social death is not fully applicable to elite
slaves, because most of them were more than a "social exten sion of the owner",
being allowed to have families or even maintain relations with thei r original
farnilies." Within the Mamluk elite, biological kinship was supposed to matter
much less than the artificial ties of milit ary slavery, i. e., "the Mamluk's loyalty to
his master, solidarity among Mamluks serving the same master (khushdä
shiyyah) , and the concept of a 'one-generation nobility'i'" ! The latt er ph rase,
coined by David Ayalon, epitomises thi s special feature of Mamluk society:
freshly imported adolescents who had been bought by an emir, lacking any othe r
ties, and family ties in particular, had to adapt to their master's household where
they were not only converted to Islam and trained in martial arts , but also lived
decisive years of their life until they were manumitted and equipped as mamlük

warriors." Instead of family ties, they developed a familial affection for the othe r
household members: the master (ustäc]) who had manumitted them expected
their loyalty and their fellow maml üks (ljusdäsün) their solidarity, " The political
and military advan tages of the Mamluk "systern" had already intrigued Ibn
Haldün, a resident of the Mamluk realm for more than twenty years. He was
fascinated by the fact that the system seemed to solve the problem of waning
'asabiyya, which, according to his theory, many dynasties had been suffering
from. Ibn Hald ün praises the mamlüks' religious zeal ('azä 'im imäniyya) and
nomadic virtues (aljläq badawiyya) and adds:

39 For the case of milk siblings , see Ze'evi, 76 - 7.
40 Ze'evi, 74 -5 ; but cf. Yosef,56 and 69.
41 Cited after Yosef, 55; see also Richards, 32.
42 Ayalon, "L'esclavage," 1- 20 and idern, "Novice," 1- 8. Cf. Haarm ann, "Osten", 223 - 5.
43 As Carl Petry put it: "allegiance through isolation" (Protectors, 73). See Ayalon, "Aristo

cracy," 206 and idem , "L'esclavage," 29-31.
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"When people ofgroup feelin g ('a~abiyah) take as followers (iHan a 'a) people ofanother
descent ; or when they take slaves an d elients (mawäli) into ser vitude and en ter into
elose contact with thern, as we have said , the elients and followers (mu~ranaün ) sha re in
the group feeling of their masters and take it on as ifit were their own group feeling"."

The only drawback of this ingenious system seems to have been that the civilian
population was regularly terrorised by unr uly ma ml ük warriors." However,
numerous violations of the 'one -generation nobility' guideline suggest that re
ality did not necessarily conform to the ideal - bc it in the area of slave up
bringing and training, loyalty to the master and intra-mamlük solidarity, or with
regard to the importance of genealogical kinship and passing on elite status to
the next generation." Belonging to a Mamluk household established artificial
kinship ties, which were represented by fictitious family relations with the ustäl]

as a pseudo-father" and brotherhood (ubüwa) between slave recruits, which
indicated a very elose relation between mamlüks who had grown up together," A
quasi-kin relatio nship between a master, his family and his slaves who lived in

44 Mottah edeh, 89 - 90, citing Ibn Hald ün, The Muqaddiman I, 276, translated by Franz Ro
senthai, Princeton 1967. Acorresponding usage of i~! inä' ( train ing, educating, fostering , but
also art ificially prod ucing, as derived from the root ~N') is documented in Forand , 60. In
another passage, Ibn Hald ün revisits the maml üks' recruitment and its advantages for Islam:
"By means of slavery they learn glory and blessing and are exposed to divine prov idence;
cured by slavery, they enter the Muslim religion with the firm resolve of true believers and yet
with nomadic virtues unsullied by debased nature [. . .]. The slave merch ants bring them to
Egypt in batches [... ], and governme nt buyers have them displayed for inspection and bid
for thern, raising their price above their value. They do this not in ord er to subjugate them,
but because it intensifiesl oyalty, increases power, and is conducive to arden t zeal. [... ] Thus,
one intake comes after another and generation follows generation, and Islam rejoices in the
benefit which it gains through thern, and the branches of the kingdom flourish with the
freshness of youth" (cited in Northr up, 242 - 3).

45 Thorau, 374 - 7. According to Thorau, these unfortunate side effects could only be contained
when there was war, danger to the system itself and a militarily capable sultan (which only
coincided in 1260-93).

46 For complaints abou t a breakdown of good education, see Haarrnann, "Osten," 248, al
Qudsi, Vuwal, 128 - 131. Deviations from loyalty and solidari ty are mentioned abunda ntly in
historiographical sources; see, e. g., Levanoni, Turning Point, and idem, "Laqab." For con
temporary and intergenerat ional family ties, Haarrnann, "The sons," idem, "Ioseph' s Law,"
Richards, "Mamluk arnirs," Broadbridge, "Sendi ng," Yosef, "Mamluks."

47 Ayalon, "Aristocracy," 206 -7 and idem, "L'esclavage,' 31- 34; cf. Haarmann, "Osten," 223.
The relationship between an elite slave and his master was often expressed in family ter
minology like son (walad) and father (wälid) at least from the Abbasid per iod onwards
(Forand, 60 - 2). Van Steenberge n, 88 - 92, calls the elose relationship with the master
ust ädiyya.

48 For example, since their early youth , Yasbak as-Säqi al-A'rag as weil as the later sultan s
Barsbäy and Gaqmaq had allegedly been brother-like elose friends (ibwa) of the later sultan
Tatar (Levanoni, "Laqab", 106, citing Ibn Tagribirdi and as-Sahäwi; see also ibid., 100- 1, and
Ibn Tagnbirdr, Manhal IV, 275 - 83, No. 849).
See also Richards, 37 and van Steenbergen, 86 - 8.
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the same house hold could become almost indistinguishable from genealogical
kinship," as a result of a shared socialisation process taking place while the
mam l ük "son" was still a slave. In the case of elite slaves, this amou nts to an
undeclared adop tion, an inst itut ion meant to "create kin" that had existed in the
Arab context since pre-Islamic times and had been reinforced by the Turkic
institution of godfatherhood (kivrelik),so or perhaps that of "surrogate father
ship" tataliq) , which seems to have been common in Circassia." The manu
mitter's mamliik "son?" would usually indicate his new status by taking a
Turkish name and acknowledging the relation to his manumitter (mu'tiq) in his
nisba. The act of man umissio n established a legally accepted form of clientage
(walä')53and quite litera lly created" a new relative." At least for those who had
actually entered the master's household, maml ük ties established an ascribed
form of kinship." Contrary to what had formerly been maintained about a
"waning of the biological family" and an "enhanced prestige of pseudo-familial
ries?" during the Circassian period, ar tificial kinship did not replace genea
logical kinship. They rather seem to have coexisted," as it seems that mamliiks
increasingly brought their relatives from the native lands to Egypt since the 14th

49 Ze'evi, 75; cf. Forand, 61-2.
50 Ze'evi, 76 - 79 (ei t. 78). Ze'evi poetically compares the transformation from slave to son to th e

pupal stage of a butt erfly (ibi d., 71). For the ban of adoption (tabanni) according to sari'a
norm s, see ibid. , 76 -7.

51 The latter kind of relationshi p might have been alluded to whe n Qur rnus al-A'war exp lained
his fam iliarity with Gäni ba k as-S üfi: "How can 1not support hirn , as 1had carried hirn on my
shoulders in Circassia and raised hirn like a son" (kayf a lä ak ün ma 'ahu wa-qad hamiltuhu
'ald katfayyafi bildd Garkas wa-rabbaytuhu ka-l -walad; Ibn Tagrlbirdl, quoted in Levanoni,
"Laqab," 108). However, the relati on ship seems not to have been that impeccable, as Qurrnus
finall y aba ndoned Gäniba k anyway, as Leva noni rela tes ,

52 Acco rding to so me legal schola rs, "a dient beco mes like a son" (al-walä' ya sir ka -l-walad,
Marmon, 14-6).

53 Mar rnon, 14 - 6. This obl iga tion was broug ht about by the act of ma numission, not by th e
tra ini ng and upbring ing in the ho useho ld .

54 Forand, 63: "Th e word ~ani'a is app lied to one who has been nourished, rai sed and trained by
ano ther and who, is the refore be ho lden to the be nefactor, to whom the ~an i'a st ands in the
rela tion of a servant, pupil or fos terchild." See also the reference to istina' eited above.

55 Marmon refe rs to a relevant hadit eited in legal compendia : "wald ' is a relation like the
relat ion of kin ship; it cannot be sold or given away" (al-wa ld' luhma ka-l uhmat an-nasab lä
y ubä'w a-läy ühab, Marm on, 15- 16). For early Roman manumissioof a cliensby a patronus,
cf. Pflücke, 16-1 7. There were also ot her ways for slaves to become fam ily, like at taining the
pri vileged status of mother of the owner's son (umm walad) .

56 "Cer tain espeeially favo ured maml üks of an amir cou ld often be treated as qu asi-kin, in th at
the y wer e b rought up in all res pec ts as part of the family" (Richards, 34) . Th is kind of"slave
kinsh ip " m ight even entitJe maml ük kin to inherita nce , altho ugh property was more eas ily
passed on as waqf (Richards, 33 - 5 and 37) .

57 Yosef, 55 - 6. See also Richards, "Mamluk amirs.'
58 Yosef, 55; Levanoni, "Laqab,' 104; van Stee nbergen, 76 - 85.
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century," This was one of the sultan's prerogatives, which enabled emirs to do
the same if they were sufficiently close to the monarch." Mamluk ernir's motives
for bringing relatives to Egypt are difficult to ascertain, but once their relatives
had arrived and had been appointed to more or less important positions, they
would never fail the emir - not so much because they were biological relatives,
but mainly because they were dependent on the emir who had brought them to
Egypt. Not actually belonging to the mamlük elite, they were more isolated in a
foreign country than normal mamlüks used to be, so that forming relationships
independent from their relatives was extremely difficult for them . They were
therefore very reliable associates for the importing ernir, who had, for all intents
and purposes, turned them into clients.?' Circassian recruits in Egypt often met
relatives and old friends from horne who had been sold as slaves before them (a
fact which is only occasionally alluded to in the sources), so that they might have
formed relationships based on commo n geographical origin or kinship." Sim
ilarly, there relat ionships through female relatives from Circassia and through
marital ties with women imported from the native lands are occasiona lly
mentioned." Another violation of the purpor ted one-generation nobility rule
happened when emirs managed to direc tly pass on military elite sta tus to their
sons (awläd an-nosi." Belonging to a Mamluk family also helped awläd an-näs
to find a place in the administrative or religious elite, with which emirs routinely
formed marriage ties, as well." Obviously, both artificial and biological kinship
mattered, and often coexisted.

59 Richards, 36, Yosef, 55- 69.
60 Yosef, 56. While the Qalawunid dynasty, already Iiving in Egypt, had not imported further

relatives, the Circassian sultanate had no royal dynasty, so that in the is" century, several
sultans exercised their prerogative (ibid., 60- 63). Yosef concludes that " ... only a small cadre
of favoured Mamluks could bring their relatives into the Sultanate. This group of Mamluks
could shed the signs of slavery, the most important of which was the lack of family ties. Only
this group, and not all the Marnluks, can be regarded as elite" (ibid ., 56 (quote) and 69).
Yosef'sconcept of slavery is based on Orlando Patterson's Slavery and Social Death (but cf.
Ze'evi, 74 - 5).

61 For the concep t of clientelism, see below,
62 Yosef, 61- 2. For instance, the later sultan Gaqmaq al-A lä'! was supported considerably by

his intluential eIder brother Garkas al-Musäri': "Garkas was the brother of al-Malik az-Zähir
Gaqmaq - may God award victory to hirn. He was the older one and the reason for his
advancement (wa-hu wa l-asann wa-s-sabab fi taraqqihi)" (Ibn Tagribirdi, Man hal1V, 211).

63 Richards, 33- 7; van Steenbergen, 84- 4.
64 Haarmann, "The sons," idern, "[oseph's Law" and Richards, "Marnluk arnirs," with a list of

14th century awläd an-näs emirs. At least in Syria, elite families of Ayyubid and Mamluk
origin estab lished themselves for several genera tions weil into the 16thor even 17'hcenturies;
see Richards, 37- 9, Winter, "Marnluks," Meier, "Patterns," Ze'evi, 80; cf. also the Ugulbak
family who belonged to the military elite for genera tions, as documented in Saghbini, Ur
kunden.

65 Richards, 34: "In the Mamluk state there was a commonly accepted role for family con
nections in both the religious and administrative spheres."
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2.2. Ascribed relations of com mon origi n

Common geographical origin tl.andsmannschaft f" could also be activat ed as an
ascribed relationship. The corresponding Mamluk concept was gins,67 which
seems to have been employed to distribute the Sultanic mamlüks on variou s
barracks (sg. tabaqa)68 and was occasionally invoked in political struggle as
ethni c solidarity (ginsiyya).69From the late 14u1century onwards, the Circassian
element seems to have claimed political precedence against the Qrpcaq element
that had predominated until then. " However, it is difficult to ascertain whether
they did this in a protonationalist way, actually justifying predominance with
Circassian origin, because contemporary authors who touched upon this topic
did so in accusing the Circassians of discriminating against mamlüks of different
origin. Other than such negative stereotyping, gins seems in general to have
played a minor role as a potential grounds for posit ively forming relationships."
Although instances of alleged discrimination caused resentm ent, certain can-

66 Reinhardt, Freunde, 40.
67 See van Steenbergen, 92 - 4. Ethnic origin as a social marker was also displayed by attire

(idem, 94, citing al-Maqrlzi on varying turban sizes).
68 It is, however, not entirely dear whether gins really refers to ethnicity in the modern sense, or

perhaps to a less d ear-cut concep t of origin similar to that employed in dormitories of
medieval unive rsities .

69 Ayalon, "Circassians," Van Steenbergen, 92-4, translates ginsiyya as ethnicity and suggests
that it was employed by sultan al-Muzaffar l:Iaggi ".. .like several other kinship ties, to
enha nce the sultan's relations hip with his clients, his Mamluks in particular" (ibid. , 94).

70 Ayalon, "Circassians," 137- 144. Cf. Conerman n/Haa rmann, 218-9. Ayalon interprets the
bloody str uggles around 1400 marking the tra nsition from the Qipchaq to the Circassian
period not as a conflict among powerful emirs and their factions, but to a considerable
degree as an ethnic conflict between Circassians and Turks ("Circassians ," 139-142). Aya
Ion, who published the mentioned artide back in 1949, bases his argum ent mainly on Ibn
Tagrlbirdl's writings, which may be biased as that chro nicler had dose connections to several
emirs and certain court cirdes and was himself the son of an emir of non-Circassian,
Anatolian/ Rumelian (rümf) or igin.

71 This can at least be said concerni ng the situa tion in the 15th century, the so-called Mongoi
faction (min gins at-tatar) led by Qugqär al-Qurdumi in 1421 probably being the last (and
quite ephemeral) faction supposedly convened on grounds of ethnicity (Irwin, "Factions",
233). Sultan al-Mu'ayyad Sayl} had started to purchase more "Turk ish" slaves again to enter
his gulbiin as a counterweight to the predominant Circassians (Ibn Tagribirdl , Nugüm VI,
430). His dose dient Altunbugäal-Qurmusi was said to have been of "Turkis h" origin, as weil
(Garcin, Regime, 293). It has to be kept in mind, however, that geographicalor toponym ic
attributes might simp ly designate different groups or factions without any reference to
allegiance or group formation . For example, troops coming from Egypt to Syria could be
called misriyy ün just to disti nguish them from the ir adversaries (Al-Qudsi , 52b - 53a, and al
'Ayni, Tqd, 138). But as ethnical, religious or other characteristics can obviously be construed
and exploited for political mobilizing, it is not sur prising that in the late 13th century,
allegedly Kitbugä rallied supp ort among Mongoi mamluks, while Baybars al-Gasnakir was
supported by Circassia ns (Rabbat, 96).
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didates mayas well have been favoured for their patronage or friendship ties,
which often coincided with and were reinforced by gins ties. This is not to say
thatgins discrimination was absent, bu t obviously the exduded quickl y justified
their misfortune by stating that belongi ng to 'the gins' or 'the people ' (qawm),
i.e. the Circassians, was a precondition for advancement.72

A functionally similar concept of common origin from the same master's
household was ljusdäsiyya. Husdaiiyya mainly served as a potential bas is for
establishing a relationship, which could be invoked, but did not become effective
autornatically." Socialisation in the barracks (sg. tabaqa)74seems to have played
a formative role, as each generation of new recruits established dose relation
ships with older mam lüks who took an imp ortant part in their tra ining : an
"older broth er" (agä) instructing and looking after "younger brothers" (in 
iyät).75 This means that ljusdäsiyya was only the context in which concrete
relationships were formed and that it had a differentiated structure : on the
general level, all recru its of a sultan (or emir) belonged to a ljusdäsiyya, but there
were subdivisions (in the Sultan ic maml üks' case, the vario us barracks or, tioaq),
which were fur ther divided into small groups of agäs and ints."

As intensi ty and effectiveness of mutual ties tend to increase with diminishing
group size, various tabaqas might compete with each other, while the ljusdä
siyy a, like other types of common origin, was only meaningful in relat ion to the
outside world. The aga-ini group, however, was the d osest thing to a family a

72 Ayalon cites acerbic comments by Ibn Tagrlbirdi: "To my knowledge, he did not posses any
virtu es except that he was a Circassia n, belonging to 'the race'" (wa-lä a'rif fihi min al
ma~äsin gayr anrlahll garkasf al-gins min gins al-qawm), or: "He displa ys the giddiness of
youth and the frivolity of the Circassians" iwa-indahu tayi as-slIbübiyya wa-i;iffa t al-ga
räkisa) (Ayalon, "Circassians," 143 - 4, citing a man uscript of al-Manhal as-safi).
Ibn Tagribirdi maintains in Nug üm VI, 547 that al-Mu'ayyad Sayl] had appoi nted Altunbugä
atabak al-'asakirbecause the latter was "no t of the race of the people" ikana min gayrgins al
qawm lä gayr), mean ing, according to Ayalon, that Altunb ugä did not pose a political th reat
because he was not ofC ircassian origin (Ayalon, ibid.). Ibn 'Iagrlbirdl's view might, however,
be influenced by a cr itical attitude towards Circassian predom inance. His assessment of
support for Husqadarn's application for the sultanate is similar, reasoning that it would be
easy to dispose of Husqadam because he was (like Ibn Tagrlbirdi's father) of Anatolian or
Rumelian origin (ja-innahll min gayr al-ginsya '11 i kawnahu r ümi al-gins; Nugurn VII, 667,
cited in Ayalon, ibid. ).

73 Cf. Levanoni, "Laqab," 92, and Ibn Tagrlbirdi, Nugüm VI, 425.
74 The tibäq were not st rictly barracks, bu t "incl uded a variety ofbuilding types" (Rabbat, 94) .
75 Levanoni, "Laqab," 93. The honorary tit le agä could also refer to a eunuch func tio ning as a

tutor (Rabbat, 95); a eun uch agä could be distinguished from a mamlük called agä as agä
tawäsf (al-Qud si, DlIwal, 129). These eun uchs prob ably formed relationships with the pupils
(Sg. ku ttiibit as weil, bu t would permanently remai n in their pos itions, in contrast to mamlük:
agäs.

76 Levanoni, "Laqab," 93-4 and 100 - 3.
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young maml ük recruit could have." As the inis were also dosely related to each
other, the group's structure is not typical of a patronage network (as Levanoni
seems to suggest), A patronage network is characterised by low density, because
the dients only have their hierarchical relationship with the patron in common,
who is not int erested in the creation of dusters or increased density, because
such dose ties would diminish his own centrality. Ijusdäsiyya intensity should
therefore ideally be conceptualised on these three levels: the master's household,
where applicable its subdivisions, and their agii-ini groups. In most cases, a
Sultanic mamlüks' career became more complicated when he had to leave the
citadel and entered an emir's household after his master's demise. The in
tegration into an emir's household proved decisive for the further develop
ment, " because the relationships formed in it provided the basis for faction
building. This was for the most part irrespective of busdäsiyya with other former
sultanic maml üks, but often combined with familial agii-ini relations. Levanoni
states that "not a single coalition (~izb) was found in the Circassian period that
formed around a candidate for rule in which busdäsiyya was the central and the
only unifying factor." Consequently, the political struggle took place between
"coalitions through a multi-dimensional network of connections."?" because the
inexperienced and disorganised young sultanic mamlüks (gulbän) and the se
nior mamlüks were structurally compelled to cooperate.

2.3. Acquired relations of patronage and friendship

Patronage and dient relationships denote the same concept from the pat ron's
and the dient's point of view, respectively. It is based on the asymmetry between
the favour-giving patron and the loyalty-giving dient, so long as the dient is
unable to compensate for the patron's favour." Nevertheless, patronage is a

77 See the seetion about kinship. To give one example, Tatar had been among Barqüq's glllbän,
in the Zammämiyya barraeks, as had Barsbäy and Gaqmaq, who were only one "intake"
(barg) younger. So they had known eaeh other weIl from their early youth, whieh formed the
basis for a lasting friendship (perhaps even ubulVa) betwecn Tatar and Barsbäy as weIl as
between Barsbäy and Gaqmaq (both being iniyät of the same agä); a similar relationship
(ma~zabba akida; lVadd qadim lVa-~u~ba) is reported for Barsbäy and Taräbäy (Levanoni,
"Laqab," 100-1; further examples ibid. , 102-3).

78 Levanoni, "Laqab," 99 and 104.
79 Levanoni, "Laqab,' 109.
80 Pflücke defines patronage as a "dyadic, interpersonal eontraet of formal or informal eha

raeter, by whieh a person P, on the basis of his/her superior opportunities, provides per 
manent proteetion for another person C. In return, C provides spontancous or deferred
services [.. .J, but P's services [i. e., proteetion and favour Jmust not be eompensated for, in
the involved person's opi nion, in orde r to sustain C's dependence ofP." In that ease, the dient
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reciprocal relationship tha t confers soci al status as an influential patron and as a
dient, respectively, of an important personality onto bo th partners." It is
therefore an acquired, asymrnetrical and purpose-oriented relationship that
entails mutual obligations, mainly loyalty and serv ice (bidma) on th e client's
part and protection and favour the part of the patron", while the patron's favour
(ni'ma) could take the form of promotions or appointments, financial and other

benefits conferred upon the dient by his patron, or at least through his int er-
cession {Safä'a).83 .

From the client's poi nt of view, establishing and mai ntaining a patronage
relationship was historically" an investment of social capital, which he entrusted
to his patron for mutual benefits. The patron also invested social and economic
capital as well, so that patronage was indeed a business relationship. Thi s do es
not mean, however, that patronage was an exdusively utilitarian endeavor
without any commitment on both sides." However, it was possible (albeit no t
necessarily advantageous) to have more than one patron at a time, " and it was
common to change allegiances from one patron to another. It goes without
saying that the same person coul d at the same time be a dient and a patron to
different people.

While this kind of relationship is often frowned upon in modern times," it
formed an entirely functional and universally accepted part oflife in pre-rnodern
societ ies, and induded moral and social obligations. In spite of the ubiquity of
pat ronage, however, the specific conditions and characteristics of pa tronage
relationships sho uld be kept in mind to avoid seeing patronages everywhere,
while ignoring other factors. The rnaster-slave relationship between an ust äd
and his mamlük las ted un til manumiss ion. After that, the mamlük usually re-

relationship either ends or changes into a symm etrical relationship, like friendship. (Pflücke,
113).

81 Cf. Maczak, 344.
82 See, e.g ., Reinhard, Freund e, 19 - 40, cf. Schweizer, 125, as weilas van Steenbergen, 62 -3 and

72- 5. Literature on the phenomenon of patronage is abundant. See, e.g., Droste, "Pa
tronag e," 555 - 7; Sharon Kettering, Patronage in Sixteenth- and Seventeenth Cent ury France.
Aldershot 2002; Ronald G. Asch and Andreas M. Birke (eds.), Princes, Patronage und the
Nobility. The Court at the Beginnings of the Mod ern Age. London 1991, and Antoni Maczak
(ed.), Kliente lsysteme im Europa der Frühen Neuzeit. München 1988.

83 This is exemplified by van Steenbergen, 63 - 8.
84 The following past-tense remarks concern the cultura l cond itions of pre-modern patronage,

which might weil continue to be true for modern informal patronage relations.
85 Asch, 274-8; Droste, "Patronage," 555 -589 and idem, "Habitus," 112-3.
86 For a different assessment, cf. van Steenbergen, 59.
87 Although patro nage and similar social practices seem to cont ravene modernity and de

mocra cy, they turn out to be practically indispensable (Asch, 266 - 9, citing, among others,
Pierre Bourdieu 's La noblesse d'Bta: on France and Adam Bellow's In Praise of Nepotism on
the United States).
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mained in his master's service, but could enter a relationship with another
master at some stage. Levanoni even asserts that the [clientelistic1relationship
between an emir and a manumitted mamlük, i. e. between two free men, "could
be severed whenever one ofthe parties wished"." It is certainly true that this was
a voluntary relationship, but in order to be effective it had to include mutual
obligations of the patron and the client. The occasion to dissolve it might have
arisen if either of the two actors involved fell short of fulfilling their obligations,
or either of them might consciously accept severe damage to his reputation by
violating his obligations. Apart from formally entering the service of an emir or
sultan other than one's manumitter (istibdäm), there were various other terms
to denote a clientelistic relationship (ittisai, indimiim, intimä'),89which became
more important than the initial master-slave relationship. Another expression
applied to clients in the sources is folIower (täbn,90while the patron's clientele,
i. e., the whole ofhis clients, was often called his entourage (~äsiya),9 1 although it
is not always clear whether this also included the household itself.

The related type of friendship is an acquired, symmetrical and purpose
oriented relationship between social equals. Pre-modern friendship" was
closely related to patronage, as it was also a voluntary arrangement for mutual
benefits that entailed obligations and expectations. Sometimes patronage rela
tionships were verbally veiled as friendships." [ust like patronage, this charac
terization offriendship might look "cold and calculating,"?' but in the absence of
legally reliable impersonal institutions, instrumentalising interpersonal rela
tions was simply a necessity." In contrast to clients and patrons, friends (who
might as weil be called allies in a political setting) enjoyed a symmetrical rela
tionship which might be dissolved with much less damage to reputation and
trustworthiness, depending on the situation. If friendship loses its symmetry,

88 Levanoni, "Laqab,' 90.
89 Levanoni, "Laqab,' 89-90 tiuasaia bio, indamma ilä and intama li-). A mamluk regularly

entered the service of another lord (maljdiim) after his manumitter (ustäc}) had died (Ayalon,
"Structure," 216). so that cliental service (itti~äl, ljidma) could terminologically differen
tiated from quasi -kinship. It would be an important task to further study the relevant
terminology employed in the sources to differentiate the mode and intensity of such rela
tions.

90 Levanoni, "Laqab,' 90.
91 See, e.g ., Richards, 35-6.
92 For various aspects and recent literature, see Descharmes/Heuser/Krüger/Loy (eds.), Va

rieties of friendship. especially the article of Polexe, 31- 2 and 52- 66.
93 Asch. 272-4. Patronage veiled as friendship seems to have occurred in Mamluk Egypt as

weil, as clients were sometimes called ashab (van Steenbergen , 59).
94 Van Steenbergen, 77, on the business-like character of clientelism/patronage (cf. also ibid.,

90 and 170).
95 Asch, 268-71 and 277- 8.
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friends can become dients and patrons, respectively." Except for the very dose
"old companionship" (suhba qadimai or quasi-kin ubüwa ties mentioned
above," friendship relations appear less frequently in the context of power
struggle. They should, however, not be underestimated against the background
of busdäsiyya, because friendships functioned as alliances between in
dividuals."

2.4. Interim result : Mamluk relations

In Mamluk society, modes of interpersonal relationships similar to other soci
eties existed. Patronage, for instance, was socially as indispensable as in the West
and elsewhere, even though it took different forms. Pre-modern relationships
between patrons and dients, or between friends, served mutual benefit and had
mutual obligations. In addition to common biological kinship, slave kinship
played a particularly important role. This does not mean that it completely
edipsed biological kinship, but creating kin by de facto adopting slaves, or
former slaves, belonged to the main characteristics of Mamluk society. Many
relationships, like those between master and slave, or walä' towards a manu
mitter, had a legal dimension, which shou ld be distinguished from their social
meaning and from social inst itutions like patronage or households. As, on the
other hand, mos t relationships were of a multiplex nature, they regularly in
tersected. For example, a master could become a manumitted slave's patron or
quasi-kin while both shared a wal ä' relationship at the same time, or an emir's
kinsman brought to Egypt from Circassia would subsequently become the emir's
di ent. Common origin - like ethnic background (gins) or comrade solidarity
(busdäsiyya) - would be invoked as a collective self-descr iption vis-ä-vis out
siders. Ascribed relationships like these changed easily from pote ntia lity into

96 When the regent Tatar left Cairo for Syria in 1421, he enstrusted several emirs of his own
faction with keeping the situation in the capital under control, among them his former in!
Gaqmaq al-Alä't, his ubuwa friend Yasbak as-S äqi al-A'rag, as weil as Qänib äy al-Hamzäwi,
and Aqbugä at -Tirnräzi. [ust like Talar hirnself the four ofthem had been al-Mu'ayyad SaylJ's
c1ients (b ut not his maml üks), but after SaylJ's death, Tatar must have become their new
patron ; if the y had on ly been h is allies in a more or less symmetrical relationship, it would
have bee n r isky to leave them back in Cairo. In fac t, Tata r took h is most powerful allies,
especially Tanibak Miyi q, with the army into Syria (Ibn 'Iagribirdl , Manhai IV, 275 - 83,
No. 849, Levanoni, "Laqab," 106, as-Sahäwi, paw'VI, 195, No. 661, Ibn Tagribirdi, Manhai 11,
475, No. 484). Shortly after ascending the throne, Tatar's alliance with Tan ibak Miyiq seems
to have tu rned into a pa tronage relationship between the new sultan as the supreme patron
and one of h is infl uential emirs.

97 Richards, 37.
98 In th is rega rd, frie ndship is anal ogous to an alliance between househ olds or factions on a

collect ive level (see below).
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actuality, but would rare ly be relied on as the sole link between two actors.
Acquired relationships like patronage or friendship, however, needed to be es
tablished and maintained, but were much more reliable and effective, so that
ascribed relations rather used to reinforce acquired relationships and con
stituted the background against which actual networks were formed. In thisvein,
huidosiyya can be further differentiated on two or three levels, depending on the
size of the household to which the maml üks pledged allegiance: Beneath general
busdäsiyya against other Mamluk households, tabaqa solidarity was directed
against other tabaqas, while dose aga-int groups could be connected by familial
quasi-kinship relationships as weilas friendship and pat ronage. In contrast, only
a small number of slave recruits could be integrated into a quasi-kin relationship
with the household core to become part of the household prop er (like the bä~

sakiyyai, while all other retaine rs became dients if not paid soldier s.

3. Households and Factions

3.1. Households

The household concept has become widely accepted in the field, but it is rarely
mentioned explicitly in the sources, except for some references to a house (bay t)

or a gate (bäb) .99Accordingly, the household concept is not inherently doser to
the sources than the above-rnentioned concepts of interpersonal relations. Un
like patronage, the household may have been taken for granted in many in
stances, when it was well-known that an individual belonged to a certain
househo ld. For all that we know, Middle Eastern households were comparable to
the Greek oikos or the Roman and Latin familia of ancient and medieval times, 100

which would rather be described as a household than as a family according to
modern categories. '?'

99 Richards, 36; van Steenbergen, 94 -5; cf. Hathaway, Po/ities, 21-2. The term gate (bäb,
qapu, dergäh) used to denote the physical as weil as the social institution pars pro toto in
Middle Eastern and Ottoman contexts.

100 For the oikos, see Cox, 130-167, and Pomeroy, 17 - 66. In the early Roman famiLia, clientes
sought the legal, political and ritual proteetion of a patronus. The strong and, in fact,
eponymous Roman patron-dient relationship was primari ly formed by manumis sion
(mallumussio), and was inherited by the following generations (Pflücke, 16-17).

101 For the related medieval and early modern concept of "Ganzes Haus," which in central
Europe induded the whole retinu e of a nobleman , sec Brunner, 103- 127; cf. also Völkel, 15.
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3.2. Mamluk households between kinship and patronage

101

A 15th century emir's household was an extended family household, ':" that is a
compact, densely interrelated and eeonomieally interdependent group con
sisting of the grandee's genealogical family,his military and domestie slaves and
his closest clients who aetually had become part of the extended family."?
However, the fact that a household formed a closely interrelated group does not
necessarily mean that its members always acted unanimously, since individuals
wirhin a household as weil as different households of the same lineage often
became rivals. Quite adequately, Rapoport" . .. sheds doubt on the notion of elite
households as autonornous, hierarehieal and well-defined units".'?' In con
nection with the group itself, clientelistic and other ties with household mem
bers were widespread without necessitating household membership. The ex
tended family formed a household as it lived in the same palatial mansion on a
shared econo mic basis,105 which means that permanent residents of the physical
household were closer to its core than clients and further subordinates who were
economically dependent on the household head. The eeonomic basis of the
household eonsisted of the ernir's sources of ineome (partieuIarly iqta'at and
perhaps awqäj) . Perhaps the emir managed to secure similar, supplementary
sources for household members by means of his influence at court, whieh would
eontinue to belong to the same household so long as they were held in de
pendence from the ernir 's favour. Family members in the household core were
bound by blood ties as weil as mari tal ties, while slaves included domestie
servants and mamlük recruits before manumission. Among the ernir's closest
clients, who could become family as weil, were his most trusted mamlüks who
lived in his residenee, formed his personal guard and trained the mamlük re
cruits . It is not clear if or to what extent the emir 's other man umitted mamlüks

102 Eric Arnold, "Households,' In: SSE, 364 - 66, for the extended family household, ibid., 365;
cf. Marcel Nicolas, "Hausha lt(ung), Hausha1t(ung)s-Statistik." In: W. Bernsdorf (ed.),
Wörter buch der Soziologie. Stuttgart 21969, S. 413-15.

103 This broad definition of the extended family household is generally undisputed. See, e. g.,
van Steenbergen, 94 -5 and 167. The same insti tut ion continued to exist and develop in
Ottoman Egypt at least unt il the 17th_18th century, for which [ane Hathaway identifies three
contiguous types of househo lds; the variety closest to 15th centur y Mamluk households
seems to be the grandee household. Hathaway criticises the vague usage of the term hou
sehold, which implied the revival or unin terru pted existence of the same Mamluk in
stitutio n that went unchanged from the 13th to the 19th centur y (ibid., 47 -SI). Instead , the
17th century elite household should be firmly situated within the Ottoman context (ibid., 27
and 167) , in which households developed into an entir ely new direction: in Baghdad, for
exarnp le, the dominating household grew into an Ottoman-local elite that almost coincided
with the imperial state structure in that province (Lier, Hausha lte) .

104 Rapoport , "Divorce," 213. Cf. Hathaway, Polities, 70 - 87 and Lansing, 177.
105 Cf. Hathaway, Politics, 19 - 20,109-124 and 130 - 138.
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and elients of origins other than his househo ld resided in that very location. In
the case of less affluent ernirs, no such distinction may have been made; but
when an emir acqu ired hun dreds of mamlük slaves.!" it is hard to imagine that
they stayed on all in the same place.!"

As a consequence of these considerations, the household of the ruling sultan
can be describ ed as an extended family household only in a very limited sense,
simply because of its enormous size, ineluding tho usands of servants, officials
and mamlüks, many of whom would enter the service of other masters than the
present sultan, or remain at court afte r the end of his reign. The fusion of the
sultan's household, court, and royal guard was a result ofthe sultanate's political
structure that transformed the hausehold of each new ruler into the central
institu tion of patrimonial politics. Besides the royal household, the ernirs'
households were the place where the Mamluk military and elite reproduced.
However, as elite sta tus could not easily be inherited by family members like
women and mamlüks' sons (awläd an- näs), a mamlük elose to the household
head had to continu e the household, star ting with marrying his mas ter's or
pat ron's daughter. Another poss ibility of cont inuation was that, for instance
after an ernir's or sultan's demise, an ambitious emir married his widow to
achieve control over the household and its assets.!" This phenomenon should at
the same time be considered as part of elite network ing in general, in which
women were certainly key figures, although unfortunately for the most part
inaccessible to modern scholarshi p.''" The boundary between members of the

106 Riehards, 35, and van Steenbergen, 89.
107 Besides, on that level, the same limitations as in the royal barraeks would have applied (see

below), as the nu mber of persons invo lved would simply have been too great to integrate
them all in sufficie nt density, so that inner an d outer eircles would neeessarily have formed.

108 Several rege nts marr ied widows or daughters of their predeeessors especially when aeting
as gua rdian regen ts. Tatar enforeed his claims to the sultanate by ma rryi ng [tawand Sa'äd ät
b t. Sargi tmis, the queen dowager an d rnother of sult an al-Muzaffa r Ahrnad, only to divoree
her as soon as he eou ld dispense with the support ofSayg's for mer ho usehold and mamliiks
(Ibn Tagri birdl, Nugü m VI, 500 and 507; as-Sah äwi, paw' XII, 62, No. 376). Other instanees
include Sayg who married Zaynab bt. Barqüq and Barsbäy who married Fätima bt . Tatar
(as-Sa häwi, paw' XII, 40, No. 234 and ibid., p. 92, No. 572). This poliey worked in both
ways : When sultan al-Mu'ayyad Sayg married his daughter to his close client and com
mander-in-ehief (atabak al-usak ir) Altunbugä al-Qurrn usl, he effeetively entrusted his
ho usehold to the latt er, enabli ng hirn eontinue it and to buttress his claim to the throne (Ib n
Tagrfbird i, Nugüm VI, 411, and Manh ai III, 62 -6, No. 537). Cf. also van Stee nbergen, 96.

109 For int ra-el ite ma tr im onial networking within the same personal an d histor ical eon text, cf.
the marriages ofBarsbäy an d Fät ima bt. Qugqär (as -Sahäwi, paw' XII, 99, no. 622) , as weil
as Sitt al-Mulük bt. Tatar and atabak al-'asakir Yasbak as-Südü ni (as -Sahäwi, Daw' XII, 58,
no . 348). Sulta n Gaq~aq himself married the daughters of several emirs (G~rbäs Oäsuq,
Kur tb äy, Arg ün Säh) , 'ulama' notabl es (Zayn ad-Dln 'Abd al-Bäsit, Muhamrnad al-Bärizl)
and foreign rul ers (an Otto man prineess an d ano ther from the Dulgädir em ira te) . See, e. g.,
Ibn Tagrib irdl, Nugüm VII, 253; al-Ay ni, Tqd, 519; as-Sahäwi, paw'V II, 210; Ibn Tagribirdi,
Manhai IV, 647.
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extended family and dients dependent on the household head as a patron was
often blurred. Even though our knowledge of the cultural ramifications and
possible varieties of patron-dient relationships in the Mamluk context is still
limited, dients who became members of a household (extended-family mem
bers) should be distinguished from dients outside the household who merely
shared the same patron. As long as the focus is not on actors of the tra nsitional
stage between these two, the former should be referred to as household mem 
bers, while the latter were dients in every sense of the word.!"

If the Mamluk household estab lished an ascribed and formally acknowledged
form of artificial kinship thro ugh maml ük-ust äd and busdäsiyya relations, this
meant that it could easily be activated and invoked in case of need. Artificial
kinship also required a high density of huid äiiyya relations and - as con
sequence - a low centrality of the ust äd. These characteristics indeed resembled
a kinship group, but dearly differed from a patronage network (with high
central ity, low dens ity, no group consciousness and weak internal str ucture).!"
However, integrat ion by quasi-familial relations in high densi ty could only have
worked in a limited setting,'! ' as it would have been impossible to integrate
several hundred or even thousands of recently recruited sultan ic mamlüks
(gulbän) inhabiting the royal barracks, and neither would that have been pos
sible in large ernir's households. In such an enviro nment, the ust äd (i. e., the
sultan or, in some cases, a very affluent emir) did certainly not appear as a father
figure, but rather as an ernployer.'!' What the gulbän had in common was their

110 Hathaway makes a simila r d istinctio n with refere nce to the 17th century, namely between
inner and outer dients. Simi lar ly, in the Mamluk context, the term tab! ' meant a doser
dient, irrespective of the individual's status as a slave or a free man. His relationship with
the patron went beyond mere d ientel ism , especially when the tlibi' entered his master's
household and estab lished further relations with other household members (Hathaway,
Politics, 22 - 4 and 64). In this way, a former dient could become a member of the patron's
extended fami ly. Accord ing to Hathaway, a dient who was also a t äbi' belonged to his
master's household, while d ients in general could also enter other people's service as
assistants (mii llizim, praq) without giving up loyalty to their patron. If an Ottornan
Egyptian tlibi ' tho ught of himself as a quasi-relative of his master, he mayas weil have feit,
for example, an obligation towards the latter's son (Phil ipp, 123 - 4). In the second half ofthe
18th century, however, the bas is of loyalty seems to have been des troyed by murders of
maste r and comrade (idem, 124- 127). These later develop ments show tha t relatio nships
vary in intensity; it will therefore not be sufficent to de ter mine whe ther a patro nage
relationship existed at some poi nt, but at least a distinction has to be ma de between actual
dients and former d ients who had become mem bers of the extended family household.

1I I For the marked difference between a group and a dienteie (or, a patronage network), see
Pflücke, 107.

112 Richar ds, 35; cf. Levanoni, "Laqab," 92.
I13 In Irwi n's words : "A Mamluk served his master because his master served him, and there

was money involved" (Irwin, "Factions," 237).
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patronage relationship with the sultan.'!" Hence, the mamlüks who became
extended family members have to be distinguished from the large number of
other mamlüks serving the same master. Their "business-like" patronage rela
tionship with their mast er was almost equivalent with tha t of mamlüks of other
origin who had ente red their master's service (mustoljdam ün), or of con
tractually bonded serva nts (a lzäm ).1l5 However, to describe the relation of
manumitted clients with their master, family terms were applied metaphori
cally.! " so that in evaluating the conte nt of a relationship alluded to in the
sourees, it would be appropriate not to attach too much significance to a single
word , but to focus on the context and the actors ' behaviour.

As inmates of the same barracks, mamlüks might establish relations based on
common ethnic or geographical origin. In the same vein, busdäsiyya between the
sultan's mamlü ks could be activated as a political link for tact ical purposes, far
distinction, inclusio n and exclusion, or perhaps forming alliances, but it had
!ittle to do with affect ion.!" The patronage relationship between a large maml ük

cor ps and thei r master ended with the latter's demise, forcing the ma m luks to
find a new patro n. Therefore, the split of a corps of Sultanic mamlüks like that
after al-Mu'ayyad Sayl].'s death can not only be explained by the corps' sheer
size,118 but also with the fact that their parallel relationship of clientage with Sayl].
had simp ly come to an end.!" While the whole of the Sultanic mamlüks did not
become part of the royal household in the narrow sense of the word, a small part

114 The business-like relationship between the ustiid and the bulk of his maml üks is aptly
described by Richards: " I! must surely be tru e that if a great amir had maml üks in any
considerable number, then his relationship to the mass of them must have been of a more
contractual nature, based on the sat isfaction of maintenance expecta tions on the one hand,
and the performance of their du ties on the other" (Richards, 35). The limited reliability of
the relations hip between the sultan and his gulbän became already obvious when an-N äsir
Muhammad accelerated the pro motio n of Sultanic maml üks to counterbalance the emirs '
power, but seems to have overtaxed the network ties, which might have contributed to the
weakening oftheir loyalty (cf. Levanoni, "Rank-arid-file Mamluks," 23).

115 Richards, 35 -6. According to hirn, a lazim (pl. alzäl1l) was a warrior who hired himselffor a
lengthy per iod of time to a master (the references pertain to the 14th century). Both mu
sta kdam ün and alzam could be mamlüks as weil as non-mamli1ks. I! was also not un
common to seek employment with one's rnaster's enerny after the forme r had died. In this
way, lnäl an-Nawrüzi, a m aml ük ofNawr üz al-Häfizi, served his master in his strugg le with
his former ally and then rival Sayg, but after Nawrüz's death, Inäl entered Sayg's service
without furth er ado (Ibn Tagrlbirdi, Manhai III, 200- I, No. 618). Obviously, in large
Mamluk households like that of a wealthy emir, a ma m lük's relatio nship with the ustad was
usually not familial, but clientelistic, i. e. , based on mutual benefit and not on an affective
bond.

116 Forand, 60.
117 Cf. Irwin, "Factions,' 237: "What Vusdäsiyya conveyed was expectations of mutual service

and log rolling."
I18 Cf. Irwin, "Factions,' 238.
I19 Cf. the split of the gulbän after Barsbäy's demise (Nugüm VII, 13- 4).
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of the sultan' s mamlüks did enter a kinship-like relationship with their master,
particularly those referred to as bä~~aki who did enter the royal household and
could thus gain access to influential people or the sultan hirnself. The pr ivileged
bä~~akfs were accomodated separately from the ordinary Sultanic mamlüks;
they served as pages in the royal household, some of them being educated
together with sons of the sultan, or they entered the royal guard (silähdäriyya,
gamdäriyya). 120Integration into the ho usehol ds of emirs must have happened in
similar, less formalised ways, but dearly, only the dosest mamlüks became part
of the family,!"

3.3. Factions

Political struggle in the Mamluk sultanate is often framed as factional strife
between households, but to achieve a better understanding of these processes, it
would be helpful to differentiate between household and faction, which are both
conn ected with certain modes of interpersonal relations. Based on the differ
ences between the group-related and patronage-related types of relat ions ex
plicated in the previous section, I would further suggest to differentiate between
two ideal types of polit ical factions as weil, which I will call group parties and
patronage factions because the former is related to group formation and the
latter to pat ronage.

3.3.1. Group parties

The members of a gro up party interact with each other intensely, sharing an
emotional and continuous group consciousness ("emotional solidarity and es
prit de corps"), 122 which is represented by colours and emblems, meeting places
and territories, slogans and myths, religious acts and rituals, public perform
ance, storytelling and political literature.J" According to Levanoni, an out
standing sym bol of un ity was the sultan's throne name (laqab) . By juxtaposing

120 Rabbat, 287 - 91; Ayalon, "Studies ," 213 -15; Haarmann, "Osten, " 226.
121 "Certain cspecially favoured maml üksofan amir could often be trea ted as quasi-kin, in that

they were bro ught up in all respects as apart of the family" (Richards, 34).
122 Heers, 273; K v. Beyme, "Par tei, Faktio n." In : GGL, 672-733, esp. 681. Further characte 

ristics of groups are shared norms of communication and interaction, reciprocal social
roles and shared objectives (Schäfers, 20 -1). Households qualify as groups, as well,

123 Hathaway, Tale, 188 and passim. The book title A Tale of Two Factions indicates that the
distinction made above is not usually made in English usage, as the Ottoman-Egyptian
factions referred to in the book seem to resemble group parties in the sense described
above. For similar phenomena in Buyid Iraq and Iran , cf. Mottahedeh, 150-67; cf. also
Irwin , " Factions," 228 -9.
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the two laqabs taken by virtually all Circassian sultans who actually ruled,
namely az-Zähir and al-Asraf, Levanoni suggests that in the Circassian sultanate
a political system of two opposing coalitions was established.!" In this way, the
various households, factions and generations would flock to the symbolic name
of an "ancient, quasi-rnythological ancestor," thereby avoiding bloody power
struggles. However, this intriguing suggestion still needs to be corroborated by
further evidence that would confirm the existence of coalition or party symbols
and the formation of this specific tradition. 125 Agroup party strives to exclude all
competitors from power, hence avoiding alliances and allotting all available
resources and allegiances to itself. In extreme cases - such as in medieval Italian
city states - the struggle between group parties tends to involve all layers of
society, because the parties consisted of noble families in the core and large
numbers of clients on the fringes. This type of comprehensive power struggle
obviously caused considerable damage, continuing for generations and entailing
the destruction of whole city quarters. Compromise or temporal cooperation
were quite uncustomary, since "[T[otal rivalry did not allow the existence of
three factions," !" leaving only room for two rival parties. The collective senti
ment ofhonour was highly valued; public and religious feasts acquired a serious
political meaning; battle cries, party symbols, religious ceremony and political
polemies were meant for moral support of the respective party.!" Less extreme
examples of what Hathaway calls bilateral factionalism occurred in various
Middle Eastern settings, from the Byzantine Blues and Greens to the Qays and
Yaman divide, and its 1t h century Egyptian variety were the fariqayn of the
Qäsimi and Faqärf parties. Although this full-fledged group party politics is
"inherently divisive," its assimilative power can provide cohesion to a frag
mented society, instilling a sense of community and continuity, albeit only in
opposing the rivaling party. !"

124 She describes it as a development "frorn an one-generation and uni -factional structure to a
multi-generation and bi-party structure" (Levanoni, "Laqab," 114). Of the twenty-four
Circassian sultans (1382 - 1517), seven did indeed take the laqab az-Zähir and six that of al
Asraf, almost all of whom were effective rulers .

125 For the Ottoman period, the functioning, symbolism and persistence of bilateral factio
nalism has been explained in detail by [ane Hathaway, Tale. Important tasks for future
research will be to trace the start and development of bilateral factionalism or its prede 
cessors in Egypt, to clarify whether late Mamluk and early Ottoman bilateral factionalism
were linked and if, in what ways exactly.

126 Heers, 57.
127 Heers, 41, 54, 157 - 196, 257 - 67 and 281 - 90.
128 Hathaway, Tale, passim, esp. 27 - 8,42 - 4 and 188- 9.
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3.3.2. Patronage faction s
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To achieve a shared goa l, an existing network based on a variety of relationship
types, especially on patronage, can be activated as an action set, which will
hen ceforth be termed a patronage faction.!" A patronage faction's sole purpose
is to prevail in a confl ict for obtaining or defending benefits ; th erefore, the
faction mob ilises its supporters along the th reads of network relations'" on the
basis of shared or compleme ntary interest. Apatronage faction is not a corporate
group, but exists for a limi ted period oftime and onlyon a political level.!" These
characteristics, which Robert Irwin has found in 15th century Mamluk factions
as weIl, clearly distinguish patronage factions from households.!" When a pa
tron age network transformed itself into a patronage faction for conflict, the
leading ernir's ho usehol d formed the core, around which the clients of the leader
and their household members assembled. In a third zone came clients of the
clients and other indirectly connected followers recru ited along network ties that
were now act ivated. In addit ion, th e faction accepted less committed sup porters,
particularly from am ong the Sultanic m aml üks , as a promising faction in a
struggle for succ ession to the throne attracted ever more gu lbän and other fellow
travellers. The core household allied itself with other households (or rem inded
lesser households of clients of their duty) by activating potential relationships
and identifying com mon goals .' :" A whole faction could also form a temporal
alliance with other factions, which was facilitated by its purely "tactical" ori 
entat ion.

For th e same reason, patronage facti ons limit the ir recruitment of supporters,
so th at common people only participate in their conflic t as bystanders . Hence,

129 For "Islarnic" action sets , see Loimeier/Reichmuth, 148. Cf. Nicholas, 57 - 8 and 66. The
patronage faction is equ ivalent to (and named after) Max Weber's Patronage-Partei (Max
Weber, Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft: Grundriß der verstehenden Soz iologie, ed. J. Winck
elmann, Tübingen 51976, 167). lt seems to correspond roughly to a network in van
Steenbergen's terminology.

130 According to Reinhard, Freunde, 40, recruitment along these network relations selectively
prefers actors con nected with the patron (Siebungs effekt) . However, the precise character of
the supporters' relations with the faction leader (or leaders) may vary individually and over
time and may include other relation types than patronage, like kinship or friendship,
religious or economic ties. For a similar process in group par ties, cf. Lansing, 177 and 181.

131 Nicholas, 57 - 8 and 66.
132 Irwin, "Factions," 236 - 9, esp. 229 : "They cannot be seen as social building blocks," quite in

contrast to households: "The lesser households were the bu ilding blocks of that socie ty"
(Hathaway, Politics,27). While Irwin's ar ticle, taking the development of the Mu'ayyadiyya
as a case in point, offers many valuable insights, his concept of faction is not as convincing.

133 Cf. Lind, 129 -130, and Maczak, 343. Cf. also PadgettlAnseII, "Action" and , based on them,
[ansen, 208 - 12. In medieval Florence, group parties orga nised along the Guelf-Ghibelline
divide seem to have had an analogous bas ic structure, but with kinship relations at its core
(Lansing, 176 - 80).
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ideal-type patronage factions do not use shared symbols and myths, nor do they
engage in polit ical debates in polemieal treatises or literary works. They are not
very interested in common welfare or specific poliey objectives - what matters to
them is the distr ibution of resources. They do not carry on feuds or vendetta, on
the contrary, defection is commonplace and in fact part of the garne.!"

The tact ical alliances patronage factions employed were very useful in win
ning a contliet, but after that had been accompl ished, the difficult part for the
rivalising faction leaders was to piek the right moment for dissolving the con
venient coalit ion and eliminating their potent ial rivals. When such a mano euvre
was successful, the patronage factio n would start to tra nsform itself into a more
stable and balanced non-combative pat ronage network to establish itself and
remain in power. This involved not only disposing of enemies and inconvenient
former allies and filling important posi tions with c1ients, but also integrating less
closely-bound c1ients and accepting useful followers like the predecessor's
mamlüks into the new ruler's clientele.!" This process started immediately after
his takeover:

"Since everyone wanted to be on the winning side, by the time an emir actually reached
the throne room his faction might be inordinately large. It was usually necessary after
the first flush of victory celebrations to purg e the dispensable fringe s of the winning
coalition, in order that the fruits of victory could be shared out less fairly and more
profitably.''!"

From a network pers pective, group par ties and households are characterised by
high density and not especially conspicu ous centrality of the leader or leaders.
By contrast, the members of patro nage networks and patronage factions tend to
have only the dyadic, asymmetrical and directed relationship with the patron in
comrnon,':" resulting in a direc ted network oflow density, but high cent rality of
the leader, and lacking internal interac tion and group consciousness.l"

134 Of course, the persons involved do remember what has happened (forgett ing it if ne
cessary), but a prolonged conflict over generat ions is not to be expected.

135 See, for instance, Tatar's manoeuvring in an effor t to arrest Mu'ayyadi emirs with the help of
their rivals, while at the same time accepting lower-ranking Mu'ayyadis as clients (Ibn
Tagrlbirdi, Nugürn VI, 505 - 7). Among Tatar's first orders after his enthroneme nt in 1421
was a reshuffleof several high offices, which resulted in appointments of some ofhis clients,
several promotions to emirs of a thousand, and a number of Tatar's own maml üks entering
into !Jä~~akiyya (Ibn Tagrfbir di, Nugürn VI, 508-9 and 512).

136 Irwin, "Factions," 238.
137 This parallelism renders their positions within the network structurally equivalent (see

Sailer, 73- 90, cf.Schweizer, 194 - 201).
138 Cf. Pflücke, 107.
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3.4. Interim result: households, parties, factions

109

An extended family household (not to be confused with a faction or other
network) consisted of genealog ical kin and quasi-kin in addition to close clients,
forming a dense social, economic and spatial cluster at the core of a larger
network. Clients on its periphery could become extended family members,
transforming patronage into marital or quasi-kinship. Adopted mamlük clients,
rather than biological descendants, tend ed to continue the household and to
preserve its Mamluk elite status. The patronage network surrounding the
household could be depicted as a directed graph characterised by low density
but high centrality of the household head. In case of conflict, this structure
retained its characteristics, but transformed itself into a patronage faction by
activating potential and indirect ties and mobilizing resources to recruit further
supporters for a common goal, which usually amounted to achieving or de
fending power. During the Circassian sultanate, the adversaries in power
struggles belonged to this type of faction - political associations convened
temporarily on a tactical basis - and were not part of group parties with a group
consciousness and a high density, but only an inconspicuous centrality of its
leaders.139

4. Succession struggles

4.1. Stand -in sultans and regents

Succession to the throne is not infrequently a dangerous affair, but in the Cir
cassian sultanate, this was aggravated by its weak legitimacy,!" the emirs ' oli
garchic tendencies and the politics of factions. Besides, at least the 'ulamii' feit
that the realm must not be without a ruler even for a single day to prevent
chaos.!" For these reasons, a new sultan was formally enthroned as soon as
possible, usually immediately after or even before his predecessor's funeral, but
at this point, several rivalising factions started to struggle for succession. As each
faction leader, usually an emir of the highest rank (amir mi'a wa-muqaddam
alf) , could only rely on his extended household as well as a num ber of clients, he

139 As this latter type seems to have domi nated the scene in the 17th and 18th centuries, mir
roring profound sociopol itical changes, it would be interesting to study its possible roots in
the late Circassian and early Ottoman period to connect the findings ofLevanoni, "Laqab"
and Hathaway, Tale.

140 Humphreys, "Legitimacy," Haarmann, "Zwangsherrschaft."
141 Haarmann, "Zwangsherrschaft", 263 -67; Humphreys, "Legitimacy," 7 -12; cf. Levanoni,

"Concep tion,' 382 - 3.
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had to gain the support of his busdäsün and as many Sultanic mamlüks as
possible. v" During such a period of transition, a deceased sultan's son was
almost inevitably enthroned for a short period oftime. However, since an-N äsir
Farag b. Barq üq's violent death in 1412, no son did ever manage to actually reign
and rule.'" This was no t necessarily the intended out come, but even sultan
Gaqmaq's endeavour to install his adult son 'Utm än as his successor, who was
also determ ined to rule, failed.l' " Apart from a lack of support by the senior
emirs, 'Ujrnän had to rely on very few emirs bound to the royal household and
inexperienced mamlüks of his father, and to make th ings worse, when 'Ujrnän

had to pay the enthronement bonus (nafaqa) to the Sultanic maml üks, his
second problem turned out to be that his father had left hirn empty coffers.!"

The regular over throw of these youthful sultans cannot be dismissed as a
consequence of general instability, because they usually left quietly and were
treated with respe ct in their later lives. On the contrary, these interim rulers
served to stabilise the political system. In the eyes of emirs and mamluks,
however, they were unfit to rule.!" and the Mamluk br and of factional politics
prevented them from asserting themselves against Mamluk emirs. Nevertheless,
such an interregnum proved quite useful to ride out the crisis until one of the
leading emirs was enthroned as the new sultan, namely either the interim sul
tan 's regent or a rival who had defeated him, The role played by the Circassian
sultans' sons amo unts to what [ack Goody called a "stand-in": a person that acts
as a ruler tempo rarily un til the real successor has been determined. This person
is not entitled to inherit the thron e and therefore poses no threat to either the old

142 Garcin, "Regime," 300-2.
143 Sultan Qäytb äy's son an -N äsir Muha rnmad II's br ief and not very successful reign (1496 

98) might be cons idered an except ion. See Petry, Protectors, 18-9, Ibn Iyäs 1Il, 324-401.
Between 1412 and 1516, the son of every single sultan briefly ascended the throne, except for
Husqadam and his successors Yalbäyand Tamurbugäwho lost power after a very short time
(all three dying in 1467).

144 To improve 'Utrnän's chances for staying in power, Gaqmaq appointed him emir of a
tho usan d (amir mi'a wa-muqaddam a/f) and commander-in-chief (atabak al-'asakir), in
spite of established privi leges and caree r paths (Ibn Tagrlbirdl, Nugüm VII, 237). Famously,
Gaqmaq even abdicat ed immediately before he died in order to install 'Utrnän on the thro ne
hirnself instead of leaving that to the emirs (Q äytb äy would fai! with the same strategy in
1496). It is, however, not enti rely clear whether Gaqmaq managed to formally designate
'Utrnän as his successor before it was too late. While Ab ü Härnid al-Qudsi (rarib, 80b-81a)
and the posterior chronicler Ibn Iyäs iBad ä'i' 11, 299 and 301) claim that he did , the
contemporary Ibn Tagribirdl den ies it (Nugüm VII, 240-1).
For succession from father to son as a breach of law or at least tradition, see Haarmann,
"[oseph's Law," 55 - 62, and idem , "Regicide,' 130.

145 Ibn Tagrlb irdi , Nugüm VII, 383- 4. Several prob lematic moves of al-Mans ür 'Ujm än and his
retinue are described in Nugüm VII, 388-94.

146 Holt, "Structure,' 48, idem, "Pos ition," 240 and 246- 7 and idern, "Observations," 505. Cf.
Haarman n, "Regicide,' 130.
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or the new de-facto ruler ("a royal neutral' ü .!" By the 15th century, the Mamluk
sultanate had evolved almost into an informal elective rnonarchy, !" as the suc
cessful candidate had to convince especially the large corps of his predecessor 's
maml üks (gulbän) , and the most promising way to do that was to present his
faction as the winning one. Once established, the sultan had to balance the emirs
and their retinues agains t each other and against the Sultanic mamlüks in a
carefully built geometry of power that broke down as soon as he died.!" Then,
rivalising factions started to form and to fight each other until the most powerful
and shrewd emir could decide the conflict in his favour, became sultan and
established a new political balance. This mean t that no candidate could im
mediately aseend the throne; therefore, the son's interregnum was accepted to
avoid unneces sary chaos and to gain time to organise the own faction and to
mobilise resources.!" The only way for the old sultan to influence the anticipated
power struggle was to appoint a regent .l" If the deceased sult an's household
hoped that the son would actually remain sultan, this hope would regularly be in
vain.1S2 The son's accession to the throne, however, was in the household's in
terest in order to stay in power for some mor e time and to make favourable
arrangements for the future. The household could also support one of the old
regime's leading emirs to become the real successor and to continue (or rather
re-create) the household. In this way, the old sultan could appoint this emir 
often the commander-in-chief (atäbak al- 'asäkir) - guardian to his son and/or
regent of the realrn.!" The comb ina tion of guardianship, commander-in-chief
and regency put this emir into an advantageous positiorr'" as guardian (muta
kallim) of a minor sultan l 55 and "adrninistrator of the realrn" (mudabbir al-

147 Goody,IO -11.
148 Not everybodywas enti tled to run for the sultanate, though. Apart from the stand- in son s,

all sultans of the 15th and carly 16'" een tury were maml üks of Barq üq or mamlüks of his
maml üks (Conermann/Haarmann, 221), a "llneage" that coincides with Cireassian gins .

149 Cf. Petry, Twilight, 42 - 3.
150 Cf. Levanoni, "Conception,' 380.
151 The sultans seem to have avoided to officiallydesignate a powerful emir as sueeessor for he

might become a dangerous rival.
152 Fairly typical examples were, for inst an ee, 'Utmä n b. Gaqmaq (Ibn Tagribirdl, Nugüm VII,

379 - 415) and Ahmad b. Inäl (ibid ., 644- 79) .
153 This was the ease with Sayg's son Ahmad and Altunbugä al-Qurmusl (Ibn Tagribirdi,

Nugüm VI, 411 and 416 -425) ; with Tatar 's son Muhammad and Gänibak as-Süfi as Regent
(mudabbir) in eollaboration with Barsbäy as his edueator (lala) (Ib n Tagribirdi, Nugüm VI,
516; cf. al-Qudsi, 55a); as weil as with Barsbäy's son Yüsu f and Gaqmaq (al-Qudsi, 77b an d
78a).

154 This resembles the Selguq atabeg institution, whieh had been passed down to the maml üks
through the Ayyubids, even though the title ehanged its meaning in the proeess.

155 The term mutakallim seems to be dose orequivalent to wa?l (whieh is not used very often in
eonneetio n wi th minor sultans), i. e. , exeeutor of the late sultan's will, induding the ad-
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mamlakai'" or orde r of the realm tnizam al-mulk, niziim al-mamlaka, amir
ni?äm) .157 The title of grand emir iamir kabiri, which was often granted to the
same person, seems to have expressed a claim to royal succession as the primus
inter pares of the emirs. ISS

4.2. Restricted violence

Legitimacy was not achieved by pedigree, but was based on what mamlüks
expected from a ruler, namely political and milita ry prowess, which necessitated
some form of mar tial display for want of glorious battles ."" Instead, succession
st ruggles were often fought, but with minimal bloodshed, as Robert Irwin's vivid
descriptio n illustrates:

"Fighting for the succession in Cairo was more in the nature of a voting by a show of
swords than anything a medieval Englishman would recognise as a civil war. The street
fighting in Cairo tended to be a matter of armed demo nstrations ra ther than hard hand
to-hand, life or death fighti ng. It was usually rest ricted to one area of the city aro und the
horse market and the Citadel. The Mamluks rode aro und in armoured demonstration
and occasionally engaged in ski rm ishes . If nothing had been decided by the end of the
day, they went horne to bed, and forga thered on the following morning. Partisans
tended to be con stantly looking over the ir shoulders to see how many were on their side
and how many were on the other. If they sensed they were on the wrong side, part of a
losing min or ity, then th ey would drift over to the other side. It did not take long, four
days in 1438, seven days in 1453, two days in 1461, one day in 1468. In this sense the
restricted vio lence of Mamluk succession disp utes can be seen as tend ing towards a
form of con sensus poli tics.?'?"

ministration of the minor's property and acting as his legal guardian, similar to a waU
(Schacht, 120 and 173).

156 Holt, "St ruc tu re," 53-4; Qalqasand i, Subl; VI, 69 and 147. The topics of regency and
guardianship are touched upon several times in Ab ü Hämid al-Qudsi's Tärib.

157 This title appears in Ibn Iyäs, Badä' i '1/2, 825 and II, 66- 9. Cf. Oalqasandi, $llb~ VI,33 and
74. However, its usage in al-Qudsi's Täritl makes it clear that the title denotes the regent
(fol. 35b, 36a, 42a-43b, 50a - 5Ia, 55a, 56a-b, 57a, 77b, 80a, 89b); see also Ibn Tagrlbirdi,
Nugum VI, 531- 2 and Ibn Iyäs, Badä'i' 1/2, 406 and 824-6 ; 1I, 5; cf. Sievert, Herr
scherwechsel, 88 - 95.

158 See, e. g., Ibn Tagrfbirdi, NugumVI, 479. Holt explains that these offices were usually held
by the same person durin g the Circassian sultanate ("Structure," 54- 5).

159 This "primitive and barbaric" legitimation comparable to a Germanie "Heerkönig" has
been put forward by Holt, "Structure," 48 and ibid., "Position," 246-7. The issue of royal
legitimacy and legitimation, whieh had at least three levels in the Mamluk sultanate, willnot
be dwelled upon in this contr ibution (see, e.g., Sievert, Herrscherwechsel. 79- 81).

160 Irwin, "Pactions," 238, after Ibn Tagribirdl. Cf. al-Qudsi, 52b -53a, al-'Ayni, 'lqd, 138and
Levanoni , "Laqab," 114- 5.Such action did, however,unsettle the subjects (see, e.g., Labib,
Handelsgeschichte.416). When in 1421,Tatar managed to capture his rival in Cairo, Qugqär
al-Qurdumi, after winn ing most Mu'ayyadi and Zähiri maml üks over to his side, the
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This tendency towards a pragmatic election process may have been supported
by another factor, as the 15th century Mamluk regime increasingly resembled, in
spite of its military structure, an oligarchy of qui te literally senior emirs:

" ... most of the Mu'ayyadis, though they enjoyed a reputation of military prowess and

discipline, seem rarely to have raised a sword or even a voice in anger. They studied,

administered, wheeled and dealed. These soldiers almost certainly had a higher life

expectancy than the peasants they affected to protect, [... ] They died in their sixties,
seventies and eighties. It is at least as accurate to regard them as a political militia as a
milit ary forrnation."'"

Irwin goes on to suggest that political skill and seniority did play an important
role in the slow advancement of emirs who therefore achieved the highest
echelons only late in life.!" The importance of political skill becomes immedi
ately apparent in the shrewd tactical manoeuvres employed in succession
struggles. The significance of experi ence and seniority in age and mamlük: lin
eage was cer tainly reinforced by the fact that long-time activity at court or in
other influential positions bro ught about many opportunities to make useful
acquaintances and forge doser bonds as weIl, as network-building naturally
takes time.

4.3. The gulban

Every Mamluk sultan tr ied to expand his power base by building up his own
corps of young sultanic rnamlisks (gulbän, mustarawät) .163 These newly-im-

commo n people feared armed conflict, but nothing happened. According to Ibn Tagribirdi,
this was because Qugq är lacked a sufficient numb er of dedicated supporters ('ada m ~iisiya)

and because he was originally an ernir's mami ük, thus lacking the powerful ljusdiis allies a
former Sultanic mam l ük could solicit (Nugüm VI, 478). As head of a pat ronage faction,
however, Qugqär lost his followers because he did not hold up his par t of the bargain . A
patronage faction is established and defined by its leader (or leaders), and mainly based on
patronage reIationships withou t a strong affective, long-term bond. The alleged common
origin - Mongoi ginsiyya - therefore proved as insufficient to stabilise the faction as their
parallel patronage relationship with Qugqär,

161 Irwin, "Factions," 240. See also Levanoni, "Laqab," 82.
162 Irwin, "Factions," 236; cf. Levanoni, "Laqab," 80. Irwin even points at similarities "to

modern Western business precepts, [... 1and, in its stress on age, experience and dead
men's shoes, MamIuk factional politics more closely resemble our mode rn civil service
pract ice than they do the fratric idal civil wars of England and France in the XV'hcentury,"
Odem, 242- 3). The atiibak al- 'asiikir lnäl al-'Alä'i al-'Agrüd ("the bald") can be considered
a fairly typical member of the emirs' oligarchy. When he ascended the throne in 1453after
more than five decades of service, he was already over 70 years old (Cengiz Tomar, "el
Melikü'l-Esref inal", in: DIA XXIX, 63 -4).

163 Each generation of sultan's mamlüks was thus named after their master's throne name
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ported maml üks, often bought in large numbers within a short period of time,
were a special eategory, beeause of their numerousness and their strategie po
sition . At least sinee the seeond half of the 14th eentury, the rank-and-file gulbän
gained so much political significance that the sultan as well as aspiring emirs
became increasingly dependent on their support.!" which made it difficult to
prevent them from their noto rious misbehaviour.l'" The sultans might even have
utilised the large yet undisciplined body of violent men to inti midate too pow
erful emirs.I" The available sources deser ibe uncontro lled rapacity, abuse of
power and ultimative demands on the part of the gulbän, but no coordinated
rebellion without the leadership of an emir. As the Sultanic mamlüks lacked
leaders as well as a group identity.!" they could only become a politically ef
fective force if they followed experienced and influential emirs . They could act
destructive1y; but as an uncoordinated and inexperienced force.!" thei r fighting
capacity shoul d not be overestimated.l'" Dur ing struggles for succession, most of
the preceding sultari's mamlü ks flocked to the rivalising ernirs, opting for the
most promising faction. From the gulbän's as well as the contending emirs '
perspect ive, it made per fect sense to integrate the sultanic mami üks individually
into existing factions,"? so that most of them routinely abandoned the former

(laqab), like Zähiriyya (Barq üq, Gaqmaq), Näsiriyya (Farag) , Mu'a yyadiyya (Sayl)l, or
Asrafiyya (Barsbäy).

164 Levanoni, Turn ing Point, 17-40 ; 53 - 101; 114 -32; idern, "Rank-and-File Marnluks," 17
30. Cf. Sievert, Herrscherwechsel. 61-67.

165 E. g. , Ibn Tagnbirdl, Nugüm VII, 475 -6, al-Qu dsi , 90b and 92b. Cf. Haarmann, "Osten,"
248, Irwin, Middle East, 155 and Labib, Hand elsgeschichte. 409 - 10.

166 Levanoni, "Laqa b," 83 - 4.
167 Ibn Tagrrbirdl confirms their inabiloity to form a veri tab le facti on ('adam igtimä~ as cited in

Levanon i, "Laqa b," 84).
168 Levano ni, " Laqa b," 84 - 7; Irwin, "Fa ctio ns," 232. In 1421, the ambitious emir Talar was no t

afra id of the gulbän left by Sayl), but took advantage of their inexperience to gamer their
support : He exagg era ted the th reat po sed by Qugq är's "Mongols" and promised the
Mu'ayyadis to keep Sayl)'s household in power by becoming regent for thei r former patron's
so n, which was facili tated by the fact that Talar belonged to Sayu 's household hirnself. They
accepted Talar as their leader, as Ibn Tagrib irdl rese ntfully sta tes : "They sided with him,
were deceived by hirn, and entered his fact ion , not concealing any th ing fro m him" (Nugüm
VI, 425: "[a-maiü ilayhi wa-n~adaYj lahu wa-~ärii min hizbihi lä ya~fa\Vna 'anhu amrall
min al-lImür" ).

169 On one occasion in 1438, a large force of ine xperienc ed and perhaps inad equa tely tra ined
glllbän was defeated by st reet gangs (z lI'ar); see al-Qu dsl, 81b - 82a; cf. the differ ing views in
Ibn Tagribirdl, NlIgüm VII, 40, an d Ibn Iyäs, Badä'i' I1, 201- 2.

170 For instance, mo st gu lbon of the deceased su ltan al-Mu'ayyad Sayu became proteges of
emi rs who were clients of the rege nt Talar (on him, see below; Levanoni, "Laqab," 86 -7,
citing Ibn Tagrlbirdt: " . .. 'alä anna kull wahid m inhum intamä li-sa~~ m in haw äii Tatar") .
The sam e deve lopment see ms to have tak en place afte r Gaqmaq's demise when most ofhis
glllbän aba ndoned his son al-Mu'ayyad Ahmad for an allia nce of senior em irs (Ibn
Tagrlb ird l, NlIgüm VI, 425) and wer e in due course accepted into senior emirs' patronage
networks (Ib n Hagar al-Asqalänl, Illbä' VII, 406. Cf. al-Qudsi, 50b - 5Ia). After Tatar's rise
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sultan's dissolving household .!" Therefo re, the deceased sultan's gulbän had
without any doubt considerable leverage in the political struggle, but they did
not become a faction of their own,172 even though they did play an important role
in the political struggle indirectly by what migh t be termed voting with their feet.
Once the next sultan had been enthroned, his predecessor 's gulbän were care
fully screened to determine whether they could re-enter the royal barrac ks as
Sultanic maml üks, or should be transferred to an ernir's hou sehold .i"

As soon as an emir became sultan, his most important task was to secure his
power. For this purpose, the new sultan awarded the most influential offices and
the largest preb ends of the realm to clients and especially to allied emirs - often
his busdäsün - whose support had proved critic al and who - by the same token
were able to threaten his rule. The previous office holders, however, were dis
missed if they had supported a rival, and sent to distan t provinces, their leaders
being exiled, incarcerated or executed. Asthe new sultan depended polit ically on
the segment of the emirs' oligarchy that supported him, he acted in fact as a
primus inter pares. To counterbalance his powerful allies in favour of his own
household and pat ronage network, the sultan gradually promoted his clients and
acquired large numbers of muita rawat. A difficult task the sultan had to face at
the same time cons isted in successively replacing his busdäsün first with his
clients, later on with his bä~~akls I 74 and, finally, with his own mamluks, but
without antagon ising too many powerful emirs .!" Until the time was right, a
precarious balance had to be preserved, allowing for a gradual roll back, star ting
with the weaker grou ps. In fact, only the few sultans who reigned for excep
tionally long periods managed to staffvirtually all cour t and government offices
with their own mam lukel" However, fi11ing a11 offices with his own mamlüks

to power, several of these Mu'ayyadi mamlukswere appointed to high offices, often skipping
steps of the usual career pat h, which seems to ind icate that they had become his clients (Ibn
Tagrlbirdi, Nugum VI, 482 - 3; cf. al-Quds i, 51a (= ed . 'Iadmurl, 118), and al-Ayni, Tqd,
121-7).

171 Gulbän who had supported the ir late master's son were usually expelled from the citadel
(Levano ni, "Laqab," 88).

172 Irwin, "Fac tio ns," 232; cf. "Laqab", 88.
173 Levanoni, "Laqab", 89. Expelled gulbän had to endure considerable hardship when they

entered an emir's ento urag e (ib id., 91).
174 The mam l ük pages and confidants of the sultan, who were destined for high office

(Haarmann, "Osten," 226 and Ayalon, "Studie s," 213 -15.
175 Cf. Nort hru p, 263, and Ayalon, "Studies," 208. As van Steenbergen, 27, pu ts it, the sultan's

prerogative of"absolute control of access to the amirate" was politically far more important
than his supreme command of the arrny, even though the forme r was a conse quence of the
latter. This situa tio n was a consequence of olle the one hand , the military character of the
ru ling,elite, and. the happy absence of large -scale warfare, on the other .

176 Both Sayh and Gaqmaq managed to ap point the first of thei r own mamluks to high office
only after eight and fifteen years of rule , respec tively. While SaYQ, Barsb äy and Gaqmaq
ru led long enough to appoint their own mamlüks to leading pos itio ns, they largely refrained
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might not really have been the ruler's goal, because he had to avoid any kind of
unilateral dependence, but rather establishing an advantageous balance at the
expense of his busdäs allies. When a sultan died , however, the carefully con
structed patrimonial power structure broke down with the demise of the su
preme patron until the crisis was again resolved.

4.4. Inter im result : Circassian Succession

Asingle patronage faction was usually not strong enough to decide the conflict in
its favour and therefore forme d a tactical alliance that was later dissolved in a
process of stabilising the new regime's rule, transforming the new sultan's pa
tronage faction into a large patronage network, still with his household at the
core, but merg ing with the royal court to become the patr imonial nexus of the
realm.!" The old sultan could not simply pass on the throne within his house
hold, but he could influence the ensuing struggle's outcome by appointing a
regent in the name of his son. In this way, the brief reign of the stand-in sultan
gave the regent and royal household associat ed with hirn an advan tage, and the
competing factions had time to organise and mobilise resources. Although
bloodshed did happen and no concrete rules were laid down in writ ing, this
Circassian succession emphasised politica l skill and seniority rather than vio
lence, providing (perhaps unintentionally) a degree of political stabi lity in the
systemic crisis of succession. This tendency might have been reinforced by
interconnectedness of the leading households and their relevant personn e!,as all
Circassian sultans were maml üks of Barqüq (and , after several decades, mam
lüks of those mamlüks) . Genealogical or mamlük lineage, however, was not

from doing so, which might be a result of the separation between command and rank- and 
file levels (Levanoni, "Laqab," 80 -1), but the sultan also had to balance thegulban'sand the
leading ernirs' interests.

177 In the process of demobili sing the comb at-oriented patronage faction into the newsupreme
patron's patronage network, potentiallydangerous allies had to be neutralised. This did not
primarily happen violently (of cour se that was always an option, too), but by absorbin g
dients from thei r ranks. For example, the regent Tarar in 1421 removed his ally Tanibak
Miyiq from the capital and from the latter's Zähirruusdasiin by appointing hirn governor of
Damascus , without alienating hirn bydemotion. Tatar's relationship with Tanibak changed
now because the new sultan becam e a patron of several Zähirr emirs hirnself and was no
longer dependent on Tanibak's cooperation as an ally. For Tanibak, it made sense to accept
an asymmetrical relationship with the increasingly powerful regent and may even have
become his dient. Talar consistently expanded his clientele by releasing incarcerated or
exiled emirs and their retainers. Some of these were Tatar 's uusdasiin, but all of them
became his clients, who had to rely especially on his prote ction because of their many
enemies (Ibn Tagrlbirdi, Manhai VI, 375; cf. ibid. , IV, 17; for the emirs in question, see
Man ha l IV, 16 - 21 and 222 - 4 ; VI, 152 -6 and 374-8, as-Sahäwi,l)aw'X, 275 -6, No. 1084).
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enough to aseend the throne; a key factor in the ensuing contest, for the most
part staged as a martial perfo rmance, was winning the suppor t of the late sul
tan's mamlüks. The Sultanic maml üks did not form a faction nor a group of their
own, but rather resembled armed voters.

4.5. Excursus: emirs and cardinals

There are certain similarities between the households and networks of Mamluk
emirs and those of late medieval and early mod ern Roman high dergy, for the
Roman Church was one of the few politi cal system in Europe that preduded
genealogical heredity of offices.17MTheoretically, celibacy and elective monarchy
should have caused a renewal of the oligarchy every time a new pope was elected,
but in practice, these factors did not inhibit political continuity at all. According
to Reinhard, both factors were compensated for by the extraordinary institu
tional stability of church administration and by high vertical and horizontal
mobility - the latter of which seems to be true for the Mamluk sultanate as well,
while the stability of administration is more difficult to deterrnine.!" Like a
Mamluk emir, a Roman cardinal could usually not pass on his status genea
logically. But the emir - as mentioned above - had the option of marrying his
daughter to his most trusted dient, which was not feasible for the cardinal.

In political systems with genealogical heredity, kinship and patronage rela
tionships worked analogously, usually forming the inner cirde of a political
actor's ego net.! " By contrast, what the Mamluk sultanate and Roman high
clergy had in common was a political system "without heredity and therefore
with a reduced continuity of opportunities'v ''" which favoured and in fact ne
cessitated recruitment by patronage. In both Cairo and Rome, this did of course
not predude relations of kinship, friendship or common origin, but patronage
relationships often superseded them in both settings. Considering the (albeit
limited) paralleis with Papal Rome, it would be interesting to know whether the
surprising durability of the conflict -ridden Mamluk polity could be explained by
well-established patronage structures and factionalism.!" in addition to the role
of the stand-in sultan. For example, due to the frequent changes in early modern

178 Cf. Völkel, 8 -9,401 and 403.
179 Reinhard, Freunde, 46 -75; cf. Lind, 125-129.
180 Lind, 123- 126: "Kin and clients were patronised in the same way. Family and patron-dient

links would together form a personal network" (idem, 123). Cf. Maczak, 343, 350 und 356.
181 Reinhard, Freunde, 52: "ohne Erblichkeit und daher mit verminderter Kontinuität der

Chancen", see also ibid., 58.
182 Cf. Maczak, 350 and 357. For stabilising effects offactionalism, see Hathaway, Tale, 188 - 9;

Levanoni, "Laqab, " 113- 5; Irwin , Middle Bast, 152.
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Rome's power structure, mult iple contacts with potential pat rons or allies and
enhanced network den sity were more promising strategies of political success
than aggressive and prolo nged factional rivalry,!" In Circassian Egypt, the same
could be said for maml ükswho kept several options open to change allegiances if
necessary, and the political system remained remarkably stable in spite of fre
quent unrest and power struggles, partly because these struggles were usually
resolved very quickly instead of prolonged fighting .

5. Conclusion

Certain patterns of interpersonal relations took a distinctive form in Mamluk
society. Genealogical kinship was supplemented by quasi -kin relations, i.e. the
familial integration of slaves into their master's household. Since full elite status
could only be obtained by mam lüks recruited in that way, biological kin was on
the one hand of secondary importance because imported family members would
be dependent to their maml ük kin in a dientelistic fashion.

On the other hand, family relations were a key component of household
forrnation, and genea logical patterns of thought permeated biological as weil as
mamluk kin relationships. Another ascribed relationship could be act ive on the
basis of common origin, which might refer to geograph icalor ethnic back
ground or to having had the same ustäd. The latter relationship (busdäsiyya)
should be further differentiated in terms of density and centrality, which had
implications for its quality, as for instance quasi-kinship in small households or
aga-ini relationships resembled family ties, while large regiments of slaves
would ins tead form a patron-dient relationship with their master. The most
important acquired relationships were patronage and friendship (an alliance
between individuals). Especially the asymmetrical variation - patronage - could
easily edipse a non -familial relationship between a master and his manumitted
slave, because changing one's patron was common practice. An improved un
derstanding of Mamluk politics would benefit from a focus on interpersonal
relations between individual actors, acknowl edging that their allegiances and
relations varied in intensity or changed completely over time. In add ition, it is
crucial to distinguish between the different types of networks that I have ten
tatively described as extended family households, patronage networks, group
parties and patronage factions . In contrast to an emir's extended family
househo ld cons isting of a limited number of people, a sultan would simply be the
patron of his hundreds or tho usands of mam lük recruits. While households

183 Reinhard, Freun de, 59-71. Adversar ies in the Papal Estates admittedly managed to solve
political differences with less resort to violence than their Mamluk counterparts.
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could easily become the core of a group par ty, in the Mamluk sultanate they were
combin ed with their master's patronage network that could be transform ed into
a patronage faction for the purpose of prevailing in specific conflicts. The way in
which these conflicts within the emirs' oligarchy were settled is in accord with
the types of relationships that underly patronage factions as oppo sed to grou p
par ties. In addition to the concept of dynamic patronage factions and their
alliances, the performance of "restricted violen ce" to win the armed voters'
support and the stabilising role of the predecessor's son as a stand-in should are
inextricably connected to the Mamluk version of patrimonial ru le.
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